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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATIONSome results on the qualitative behavior of solutions to the Rii owand other geometri evolution equationsbyBrett L. KotshwarDotor of Philosophy in MathematisUniversity of California San Diego, 2007Professor Bennett Chow, ChairProfessor Lei Ni, Co-hairIn �rst part of this thesis we onsider the Rii ow, an evolution equationfor Riemannian metris introdued by Rihard Hamilton. In dimensions two andthree, the work of Hamilton and Perelman has e�etively shown that the onlygradient shrinking solitons are the round sphere, at Eulidean spae, the stan-dard ylinder, and their quotients. Our �rst result is a lassi�ation of rotationallysymmetri shrinking solitons in all dimensions, whih we aomplish by the anal-ysis of a ertain system of ODE similar to one �rst onsidered by Bryant andIvey for steady and expanding solitons. We also present an elementary proof ofthe uniqueness of a ertain two-dimensional expanding soliton among those withpositive urvature, whih is an analog of a result of Chen, Lu, and Tian in thease of ompat shrinking surfae solitons. Next, we generalize an argument ofLees and Protter to prove a unique-ontinuation theorem for evolving tensor �eldssatisfying a ertain paraboli di�erential inequality. As appliations, we obtainunique-ontinuation theorems for solutions to the K�ahler-Rii and Rii-DeTurkows, as well as a proof that a solution to the Rii ow annot beome Einsteinin �nite time.In the next part, we onsider di�erential Harnak inequalities for evolving on-vex hypersurfaes of the type proved by Hamilton, Chow, and Andrews. Modifyingx



an approah of Chow, Chu, and Knopf, we exhibit a realization of the full Harnakquadrati as the seond fundamental form of a ertain degenerate immersion ofthe spae-time trak. By means of this realization, we provide a new geometriinterpretation of Andrews's inequality in the ase of isotropi ows and use themahinery to give a new proof of Hamilton's inequality for the mean urvatureow. We also show that Andrews's Gauss map tehnique an be used to obtainnew Harnak inequalities for omplete spae-like surfaes in Minkowski spae. Fi-nally, via a Bernstein-type estimate and a maximum priniple of Karp and Li, weextend a gradient estimate of Hamilton for the heat equation to omplete man-ifolds. With this estimate, we obtain a sharp inequality for the heat kernel onomplete manifolds of non-negative Rii urvature.
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1 Introdution
The heat ow method and the Rii ow. The problems in this thesis areall in one way or another related to the heat ow method in geometry, wherein oneattempts to improve some given geometri struture by means of a paraboli ow,with the aim, in ideal irumstanes, of obtaining some anonial or otherwisedesirable struture as a limit. Suh methods have their genesis in the paper ofEells and Sampson [31℄ for harmoni maps, and have had substantial suess insolving problems at the interfae of Riemannian geometry and topology.A notable example is the Rii ow, the evolution equation��tgij = �2Rij (1.1)for Riemannian metris introdued by Rihard Hamilton in [38℄. In a ertain sense,the Rii tensor is the analog of the Laplaian for Riemannian metris and, aord-ingly, (1.1), whih indues heat-type equations on the various urvature quantities,is often informally desribed as a heat equation for the metri. Beginning withHamilton's 1982 theorem for three-manifolds with positive Rii urvature [38℄,and ontinuing through the reent and remarkable work of Grisha Perelman [62℄,[61℄ on the Geometrization Conjeture, the Rii ow has had substantial suessin the attak of many outstanding problems in Riemannian and K�ahler geometry,and has been proposed as a potential approah to many others. By now there area number of referenes on the Rii ow. We reommend the interested readerto [20℄ for a nie introdution and to [21℄, [22℄, and [23℄ for more omprehensivetreatments.Rii solitons. A basi prerequisite for the appliation of the Rii ow tomany geometri problems is an understanding of the nature of the singularities1



2whih develop in �nite time, and the onsideration of blow-up sequenes, togetherwith a ompatness theorem of Hamilton, has been one of the most useful ap-proahes to haraterizing the loal struture of these singularities. In a numberof important ases, one may, with a areful hoie of the points and sales withrespet to whih these blow-up sequenes are taken, extrat a limit onverging toa solution whih moves only under the saling and di�eomorphism symmetries ofthe equation. The members of this rather privileged lass are known as self-similarsolutions or Rii solitons, and when, as in many appliations, the di�eomorphismsare generated by the gradient of a smooth funtion: gradient Rii solitons. Atany �xed time, these gradient solitons satisfy an equation of the formRij +rirjf � �gij = 0 (1.2)for a onstant � whose sign identi�es the saling behavior of the solution. When� is positive, the distanes in the assoiated solution ontrat uniformly, whenit is negative, they streth uniformly, and when it is zero, the geometry remainse�etively �xed. Aordingly, in these ases, one refers to the solution as a shrink-ing, expanding, or steady gradient soliton. Note that (1.2) generalizes the Einsteinondition as any Einstein metri is, with the hoie f = onst, a gradient Riisoliton.Solitons are further distinguished in the study of the Rii ow in their frequentroles as ritial ases or ases of equality in inequalities and monotoniity formulaswhih hold for general solutions. Notable examples of this phenomenon our inonnetion with Perelman's W-entropy [62℄ { whih is monotone dereasing onompat solutions to (1.1), but is onstant on shrinking solitons { and Hamilton'smatrix Harnak quadrati [42℄ { whih is non-negative for solutions to (1.1) withbounded, non-negative urvature operator, but vanishes identially along ertainspae-time diretions on expanding solitons. This phenomenon is not peuliar tothe Rii ow. The di�erential Harnak inequality of Li and Yau [55℄ for positivesolutions to the heat equation is an identity for the heat kernel on Rn (whih is aself-similar solution of that equation in the above sense) and Huisken's monotoneintegral quantity for solutions to the mean urvature ow [49℄ is onstant preiselyon homothetially shrinking solutions.



3Shrinking solitons are of partiular interest in the study of the Rii ow be-ause they belong to the lass of anient solutions { solutions whih exist onhalf-in�nite intervals of the form (�1;
) { whih are loal models for an impor-tant lass of �nite-time singularities. For appliations, it is desirable to have asomplete of a lassi�ation of these solitons as possible, and in low dimensions,suh a lassi�ation essentially already exists. In dimension two, it follows fromthe work of Hamilton [45℄, [40℄ (see also [12℄), that the only two omplete shrinkingsolitons are (S2; ground), and (R2 ; gat). In dimension three, Perelman [61℄, buildingon work of Hamilton, proves that the only omplete orientable shrinking solitons ofnonnegative urvature are quotients of (S3; ground), or (S2 � R; gyl), or (R3 ; gat).Together with an estimate of Hamilton and Ivey ([45℄, [52℄) whih implies thatthree-dimensional anient solutions with bounded urvature have nonnegative ur-vature operator, Perelman's result e�etively lassi�es three-dimensional shrinkingsolitons.However, at present, there are no orresponding theorems in higher dimensions.One no longer has the Hamilton-Ivey estimate, and there are examples of non-Einstein shrinkers in dimensions n � 4 with urvatures of mixed sign. For ompatmanifolds, it is a partiular onsequene of reent work of B�ohm and Wilking [6℄that the only ompat shrinking solitons with two-positive urvature operator (i.e.,the sum of the two lowest eigenvalues of Rm : ^2 ! ^2 are positive) are quotientsof the round sphere.In the non-ompat ase, it is natural to formulate from Perelman's three-dimensional result the following potential extension.Conjeture. There does not exist a omplete non-ompat shrinking soliton withbounded positive urvature operator.In this diretion, we prove in Chapter 3 the following lassi�ation theorem forrotationally invariant shrinking solitons.Theorem. The only omplete, rotationally invariant shrinking solitons on Sn,Rn , or Sn�1 � R , n � 3, are the round, at, and standard ylindrial metris,respetively.



4Here the situation for shrinking solitons ontrasts with that of expanding andsteady solitons, as, by work of Bryant [8℄ and Ivey [22℄, there are known to existomplete, positively urved, rotationally symmetri examples in all dimensions.While the assumption of rotational symmetry is a onsiderable a priori simpli�a-tion from the general ondition (1.2), it is a onsequene of the proof of Perelman'sthree-dimensional lassi�ation that (in any dimension) any potentially positivelyurved shrinking soliton with bounded urvature must be, in a sense, rotationallysymmetri \at in�nity". Thus, if any putative ounterexample an be shown to beglobally rotationally symmetri, our lassi�ation ould be of some use.We note that, in the K�ahler ategory, the above onjeture has been answered.In [57℄, Ni lassi�es all non-at gradient shrinking K�ahler-Rii solitons with non-negative bisetional urvature and, in partiular, shows that any omplete m-(omplex) dimensional suh soliton with positive bisetional urvature must beompat and isometri-biholomorphi to C Pm. Also, Feldman, Ilmanen, and Knopfprove in [33℄ that the at metri is the unique omplete U(m)-invariant shrinkingsoliton on C m , whih is, in a sense, the K�ahler analog of our result on Rn . Finally,in the very reent preprint [36℄, H. Gu and X. P. Zhu give a di�erent proof of ourlassi�ation under the additional assumptions that the metri has bounded, non-negative urvature and obeys a ertain riterion of non-ollapse. They apply thelassi�ation to prove that the Rii ow, beginning from a ertain family of initialmetris on Sn, will develop a partiular type of �nite-time singularity (known asa Type-II singularity) whih previously had been strongly onjetured, but neverrigorously shown, to our.The �rst step in our argument is to show that under the onstraint (1.2), therotational symmetry of a non-at metri will imply that of the gradient funtion f .(A priori, the equation involves the partial derivatives of f . ) Then, representing(Mn; g) as a warped-ylinder, we may redue the gradient Rii soliton equationto a system of seond-order ODE. This system is not integrable for dimensionsn � 3, and (we �nd) rather unwieldy to manipulate. However, using a hange ofvariables due to Bryant and Ivey [22℄ whih e�etively redues the symmetries ofthe system, we obtain an equivalent �rst-order system in three unknowns that is



5amenable to phase-spae tehniques.Surfae solitons. In dimension two, gradient solitons are neessarily rotation-ally symmetri. Indeed, as was observed by Hamilton, if J denotes the omplexstruture, J(rf) is a Killing vetor �eld for g and gives rise to a global irleation. In their reent note [12℄, Chen, Lu, and Tian use this neessary symme-try to provide a new proof of the uniqueness of the round sphere among ompatsurfae shrinking solitons. Previous proofs of this fat made reourse to the lassi-al uniformization theorem; by eliminating this dependene, the Rii ow an beseen to provide a self-ontained proof of the uniformization theorem. We providein Chapter 3 a proof of the following analog of their result for expanding surfaesolitons.Theorem. Suppose (M2; g) is a omplete, non-ompat Riemannian surfae withpositive Gauss urvature satisfying (1.2) for some f with � = �1. Then thereexists a onstant � > 0 suh that (M2; g) is isometri to (R2 ; �(r)2dr2 + r2d�2)with �(r) = �1 +W ������ � exp ������ �� �22 r2�� ;where W : (0;1) ! (0;1) is the produt-log funtion (the inverse of xex) and� = limr!0 �(r) 2 (0; �).The above soliton is desribed, for example, in [20℄, and appears in the physisliterature in [37℄ in onnetion with the renormalization group ow.Unique ontinuation of solutions. One interesting property of the Riiow is that it preserves the isometries of initial metris in any ategory in whih itenjoys uniqueness. This is a onsequene of the di�eomorphism invariane of theRii tensor: If g(t) is a solution to the Rii ow on [0; T ℄ and ĝ(t) := ('�g)(t)for some ' 2 Di�(Mn), then��t ĝ(t) = �2('�R)[g(t)℄ = �2R['�g(t)℄ = �2R[ĝ℄;so ĝ is also a solution. Thus when uniqueness holds, one has Isom(g(0)) �Isom(g(t)) for all t.



6One of ourse does not expet di�usion to sponsor the reation of new isometriesin �nite time and so expets the reverse inlusion Isom(g(t)) � Isom(g(0)) to holdas well. In fat, one expets a stronger1 result to be true .Conjeture. (Unique ontinuation/bakwards-uniqueness) Suppose g and ~g aresolutions to (1.1) on Mn � [0; T ℄ with g(T ) = ~g(T ). Then g(t) = ~g(t) for allt 2 [0; T ℄.Theorems of this sort for linear paraboli equations are lassial: see e.g., [1℄,[54℄. However, (1.1) is a non-linear, and only weakly paraboli, system. In Chap-ter 5, we prove a few results in this diretion inluding an aÆrmative answer tothe above onjeture on ompat K�ahler manifolds (and hene, in partiular, onompat Riemann surfaes.) Namely we prove the following theorem.Theorem (Unique ontinuation for K�ahler-Rii ow). Suppose g(t) and ~g(t) aresolutions to the normalized K�ahler-Rii ow on a ompat manifold de�ned onthe interval [0; T ℄. If g(T ) = ~g(T ), and [!g℄ is a real multiple of the �rst Chernlass, then g(t) = ~g(t) for all t 2 [0; T ℄.The key simpli�ation in the K�ahler setting is that ohomologial onsiderationsallow us to represent the evolving metri in terms of a potential funtion whihsatis�es a paraboli Monge-Ampere equation. By a devie of Fan [32℄ (f. also[58℄) from a (forwards) uniqueness argument, we see that the di�erene of twopotentials satis�es an equation to whih a lassial result of Lees and Protter[54℄ essentially applies. As we are ultimately interested in tensor equations, weprove a generalization of the result in [54℄ to tensor bundles equipped with a time-dependent family of metris, onnetions and measures.Theorem. Let fg(t)gt2[0;T ℄ be a smooth family of Riemannian metris on a om-pat manifold Mn and suppose that X 2 C1(T kl (Mn)� [0; T ℄) satis�esZMn jLXj2 (�; t) d� � 1 ZMn jXj2 (�; t) d�+ 2 ZMn jrXj2 (�; t) d�1Atually, the two assertions are equivalent: if the Rii ow preserves the isometry group,then (by onsidering the produt solution g(t)� ~g(t) on Mn�Mn with the map (x; y) 7! (y; x))it must also possess a unique-ontinuation property.



7for all t 2 [0; T ℄ where L = �ijrirj � ��t , � is a smooth family of symmetri,positive de�nite (0; 2)-tensors, and 1, 2 are positive onstants. (Here j � j := j � jg(t)denotes the indued metri on T kl , and r := rg(t) and d� := d�g(t), respetively,the Levi-Civita onnetion and volume form assoiated to g(t)). Then, ifX(�; T ) �0, X(�; t) � 0 for all t 2 [0; T ℄.The original result of [54℄ applied to salar funtions on C2-domains in Rn , andwhile our generalization is not really neessary for the K�ahler theorem, it has someuseful appliations. For example, with a bit of e�ort, it an be used to establish aunique ontinuation theorem for the Rii-DeTurk ow, whih is the equation��thij = �2(R[h℄)ij + (LWh;�gh)ij (1.3)where W kh;�g = hpq ��[h℄kpq � �[�g℄kpq� :Equation (1.3) was �rst onsidered by DeTurk [24℄ who used it to provide a muhsimpli�ed proof of short-time existene for the Rii ow. With the vetor �eldWh;�g so de�ned, (1.3) is stritly paraboli, and, up to di�eomorphism, equivalent tothe Rii ow. Later, Hamilton [45℄ used (1.3) in onjuntion with a harmoni mapheat ow to redue the problem of (forwards) uniqueness to the standard theoryof uniqueness of ODE and stritly paraboli PDE. Though it seems the problemof bakwards-uniqueness annot be redued to a stritly paraboli problem bya diret adaptation of this Hamilton's argument, there is nevertheless reason tobelieve that the following theorem may be of use.Theorem (Unique ontinuation for the Rii-DeTurk ow). Suppose h(t) and~h(t) are solutions to (1.3) on a ompat manifold de�ned on [0; T ℄. If h(T ) = ~h(T ),then h(t) = ~h(t) for all t 2 [0; T ℄.Another easy appliation of our general theorem is the following result, whihanswers in a question posed in [21℄.Theorem (No onvergene to Einstein in �nite time). Suppose g(t) is a solutionto the Rii ow on a ompat manifold for t 2 (A;
) := I that satis�es the



8Einstein ondition R[g(t0)℄ = �g(t0) for some � at some t0 2 I. Then (extendingg if I is not maximal), g is Einstein for all t 2 (�1; t0+1=(2�)), (t0� 1=(2�);1),or (�1;1), depending as � is positive, negative, or zero. Expliitly, we haveg(t) = (1� 2�(t� t0))g(t0) and R(t) = �1� 2�(t� t0)g(t):Harnak inequalities for evolving onvex hypersurfaes. Whereas theRii ow is a paraboli equation for intrinsi geometry, one may also onsiderparaboli equations for modifying extrinsi geometri strutures. The most studiedof these, perhaps, is the mean urvature ow for submanifolds, introdued byBrakke [7℄. From a variational standpoint, it is the (negative) gradient ow forthe area funtional, and it has been of most interest thus far when the evolvingsubmanifold is of odimension one. In this ase, the analysis of the attendantsingular phenomena has been a partiularly lively area of researh with manyfruitful parallels to the Rii ow and other equations of geometri analysis (f.,e.g., the work of Huisken [48℄, [49℄, Eker-Huisken [29℄, [28℄, Huisken-Sinestrari[51℄, and White [69℄). Many other urvature ows of hypersurfaes have been alsobeen studied. When the ambient manifold is Eulidean spae, the basi objet inthe parametri approah to these ows is a family of immersions Xt :Mn ! Rn+1satisfying �X�t = �F (x; t)�(x; t) (1.4)where F is a smooth funtion and � a smooth hoie of unit normal to the hy-persurfae. In the ases of greatest geometri interest, F (x; t) = F (W (x; t)) istypially a symmetri funtion of the prinipal urvatures with with some degreeof homogeneity. Examples other than the mean urvature inlude the Gauss ur-vature F = K, whose assoiated ow was introdued by Firey [34℄ as a model forthe wear of a tumbling rok, (f., e.g., the work of Tso [68℄, Chow [13℄, [14℄, andAndrews [4℄) and the inverse-mean urvature (F = 1=H), whose ow has beenstudied, e.g, by Gerhardt [35℄ and, notably, by Huisken-Ilmanen [50℄).All di�erential Harnak estimates in modern geometri analysis are, in a sense,desendants of the estimate for the heat equation proved by Li and Yau in theirseminal paper [55℄. For the Rii ow, suh estimates, in various guises, have had



9substantial appliations to the analysis of the long-time behavior and singularitiesof its solutions, most notably, perhaps, in the hands of Hamilton ([42℄, [41℄, [45℄),and Perelman [62℄. For urvature ows of hypersurfaes, estimates of this typewere �rst obtained by Hamilton [46℄ and Chow [14℄ for the mean urvature andGauss urvature ows, respetively. Both of their estimates an be stated in termsof the non-negativity of the following quadrati on the tangent bundle:�F�t + 2hrF; Ui+ h(U; U) + �F(�+ 1)t � 0 (1.5)for all tangent vetors U . When F = H and � = 1 this is Hamilton's estimate;when F = K� and � = n�, Chow's. Note that, in these ases, the salar � repre-sents the degree of homogeneity of the speed funtions in the prinipal urvatures.These estimates were later generalized and their proofs substantially simpli�ed byAndrews [3℄. Some noteworthy appliations of these estimates and their assoiatedentropy quantities may be found in [46℄, [44℄, and [4℄. In this last referene, forexample, Andrews makes use of Chow's estimate for the Gauss urvature ow toprove a long-standing onjeture of Firey [34℄.A spae-time approah. In [15℄, Chow and Chu show that the quadratiform in Hamilton's matrix Harnak inequality for the Rii ow [42℄ an be iden-ti�ed with the urvature tensor of a degenerate metri on the spae-time of thesolution. On manifolds with bounded non-negative urvature operator, their re-sult thus onnets Hamilton's inequality to the non-negativity of their extensionof this urvature operator. A similar onstrution in [16℄ provides a geometriinterpretation of the trae-Harnak inequalities of Hamilton and Chow [18℄ for thelinearized Rii ow. In the later paper [19℄, Chow and Knopf re�ne and employthis sort of orrespondene to prove new, generalized Harnak inequalities for theRii ow. Most reently, Perelman, in Setion 6 of [62℄, exhibits a metri onMn�SN �R whose urvature tensor also may be (approximately) identi�ed withHamilton's Harnak quantity. From the perspetive of his spae-time geometry,the monotoniity of his redued volume quantity has a natural interpretation interms of the Bishop-Gromov volume omparison theorem.In Chapter 6, we onsider orresponding tehniques in the setting of evolvinghypersurfaes. Our onstrution is an adaptation of one whih appears in [17℄,



10wherein the authors onstrut a representation of the prinipal part of the Harnakquadrati { that whih vanishes identially on translating solitons { as a ertaindegenerate immersion of the spae-time trak. We shall ombine the basis oftheir approah with the method in [19℄, and exhibit a similar representation {this time modelled on homothetially expanding solutions { to onstrut from thesolution X : Mn � [0; T ) ! Rn+1 a degenerate immersion eX of the spae-timetrak fM := Mn � [0; T ) into Rn+1 � R whose seond-fundamental form ~h agrees,up to a saling fator, with the Harnak quantity on the left-hand side of (1.5):t 1�+1 ~h� ~U; ~U� = �F�t + 2hrF; Ui+ h(U; U) + �F(� + 1)t : (1.6)Here, ~U = ��t + Uk ��xk .As part of the onstrution, we obtain a onnetion er with respet to whih ehsatis�es the Codazzi equations and, more importantly, an evolution-type equationalong the time diretion whih is amenable to the appliation of an adapted spae-time maximum priniple. In the ase of the mean urvature ow, for example, theform ~h satis�es the partiularly simple, if a bit unusual, equationert ��t ~h = e�~h + �tjhijj2 + 12� ~h:where e� =Pi;j terei erej for a loal g-orthonormal frame on Mn.The representation, in partiular, provides a orrespondene between the sat-isfation of a Harnak inequality of the form (1.5) and the weak positivity of ~h asa quadrati form on the spae-time tangent bundle{ that is, to the weak onvexityof the immersion eX { and suggests that suh inequalities may be alternativelyproved by way of the geometry on fM. In the �nal two setions of the hapter, weexplore this onnetion; �rst by demonstrating the onnetion between the quan-tities onsidered in the proof of Andrews's result [3℄, and then, in the �nal setionof the hapter, using the mahinery previously developed to provide a new proofof Hamilton's theorem for the mean urvature ow by way of a generalized tensormaximum priniple argument.Spae-like hypersurfaes in Minkowski spae. In Chapter 7, we onsiderHarnak inequalities in the related setting of evolving spae-like hypersurfaes in



11Minkowski spae Ln+1 . Here the evolution is desribed by motion in a time-likediretion at a rate determined by some funtion of the prinipal urvatures. Whilethere is a rather well-developed theory of the geometry of spae-like hypersur-faes in Lorentzian manifolds, there has been onsiderably less attention paid toparaboli methods in this setting, and nearly all of that exlusive to the ow by themean urvature (see, for example, the work of Eker [25℄, [26℄, and Eker-Huisken[30℄). The appliations of the existing work inlude the onstrution of CMC hy-persurfaes as limits of modi�ed mean-urvature ows. We suspet that owsby other speeds should have appliations to the onstrution of suh presribed-urvature spae-like slies, and that Harnak inequalities for suh ows should havethe same appliability to questions of long time behavior and onvergene as theydo for their Eulidean ounterparts.One means of obtaining suh estimates is through the adaption of Andrews'stehnique [3℄. The key omponent in Andrews's proof in the Eulidean setting isto reparametrize the evolving hypersurfaes over the sphere by the inverse of theGauss map. This parametrization represents the the evolution solely in terms ofthe support funtion of the hypersurfae { a single salar funtion { and equipsthe domain with a natural time-independent metri and onnetion.On a spae-like hypersurfae, a hoie of unit time-like vetor gives rise to aGauss mapMn ! H n � Ln+1 . As in the Eulidean setting, if the family of immer-sions is onvex (say) then the ow may be reparametrized by the inverse of thismap, and the loal omputations in Andrews's arguments arry over, essentiallydiretly. The hief di�erenes are that the image of the Gauss maps �t need notbe full and will neessarily be non-ompat. While the (time-dependent) opensubsets on whih the new parametrization is de�ned do not hamper our derivationof the relevant equations, our original domain (whih, by our assumptions that thehypersurfaes Xt(Mn) are omplete and spaelike, must be di�eomorphi to Rn)seems to be a more onvenient setting to apply the maximum priniple. Thus wepush the results of the omputations bak to Mn at the sari�e of a bit of theirsimpliity.As the maximum priniple does not hold in general for omplete manifolds,



12we must impose some ondition on the growth of the derivatives of the speed.At the time of this doument's publiation, the author is atively engaged inthe study of gradient estimates for general urvature ows in this setting andwe state here, primarily for illustrative purposes, only a preliminary extension ofAndrews's theorem with general (and likely non-optimal) onditions on the growthand derivatives of the speed and the seond fundamental form. Here F � is the dual-funtion of F (see Setion 2.2 of Chapter 2 for the relevant de�nitions).Theorem. Suppose X : Mn � [0; T ) ! Ln+1 is a family of smooth spae-likeimmersions solving �X�t (x; t) = F (x; t)�(x; t)for a funtion F = F (W ) of the prinipal urvatures. Assume that the induedmetris are omplete and that, for all 0 < Æ < T=2, there exists O 2 M andpositive onstants b = b(Æ) and C = C(Æ) suh thatjrrF j2 + (h�1)ijriFrjF � F exp(b(d(O; x) + 1)) (1.7)and jhj2 + jrhj2 + F 2 + j _F j2 � C(Æ) (1.8)on Mn � (Æ; T � Æ). Then1. If F � is �-onave for some � < 1, we have�F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF + �F(�� 1)t � 0for all (x; t) 2Mn � (0; T ).2. If F � is onave and positive, thensupMn � ��t log jF j � F (h�1)ijri log jF j;rj log jF j� is dereasing:3. If F � is �-onvex for some � > 1, we have�F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF + �F(�� 1)t � 0for all (x; t) 2Mn � (0; T ).



134. If F � is onvex and positive, theninfMn� ��t log jF j � F (h�1)ijri log jF j;rj log jF j� is inreasing:Gradient estimates for the heat kernel on omplete manifolds. In [56℄,Lei Ni onsiders an entropy funtional for the heat equation� ��t ��� u(x; t) = 0: (1.9)analogous to Perelman's W-funtional [62℄ for metris evolving by the Rii ow.The integrand of Ni's funtional satis�es a pointwise inequality for manifolds ofnon-negative Rii urvature, and for the positive heat kernel H = e�f=(4�t)n2 ,satis�es t �2�f � jrf j2�+ f � n � 0 (1.10)for all t > 0. To make rigorous some statements in the proof, whih follows alever integral argument of Perelman, one needs suitable estimates to ontrol thederivatives of the heat kernel. (A disussion of suh estimates in the ontext ofPerelman's inequality an be found in [59℄ and [70℄). Suh onsiderations were theoriginal motivation for the work in Chapter 8.Our main result in the hapter is the following extension of a gradient estimateof Hamilton [43℄ to omplete, non-ompat manifolds with a Rii urvature lowerbound.Theorem 1.1. Suppose (Mn; g) is a omplete manifold with Rij � �Kgij and0 < u(x; t) � M is a smooth solution to (1.9) on Mn � [0; T ℄ where K � 0 andM > 0 are onstants. Thentjruj2 � (1 + 2Kt)u2 log�Mu � (1.11)for all (x; t) 2Mn � [0; T ℄.When the Rii urvature of g is non-negative, one has available the upper andlower bounds of Li and Yau [55℄ for the heat kernel. With these bounds, (1.11),and Bishop's volume omparison theorem, we then prove



14Theorem 1.2. Suppose (Mn; g) is a omplete manifold with Rij � 0, and letH(x; y; t) be its positive heat kernel. Then, for all Æ > 0, there exists a onstantC = C(n; Æ) > 0 suh thatjr logHj2 � 2t �C + d2(x; y)(4� Æ)t� (1.12)for all t > 0 where d(x; y) = dist(x; y)By onsidering the heat kernel on Eulidean spae, one an see that the powerof t in (1.12) is sharp, and in this sense, (1.12) improves a reent estimate of Soupletand Zhang [66℄ at sales d2(x; y) >> t. In the ompat setting, estimates of theform (1.12) have already been established for the heat kernel and all of its deriva-tives (see, e.g., [64℄, [67℄). To prove Theorem 1.1, we �rst prove a loal Bernstein-type estimate for positive solutions to (1.9) to establish preliminary bounds on thegradients of solutions. For globally bounded solutions, this estimate supplies anupper bound suÆient to apply a maximum priniple for omplete manifolds dueto Li [53℄ (see also [60℄) to the quantity of interest in (1.11).



2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notation and Conventions2.1.1 Metri and urvatureFor a general smooth n-dimensional manifold Mn, we will denote the tangentbundle of Mn by TMn, its dual by T �Mn, the bundle of (k; l)-tensors by T kl Mn,and the bundle of linear maps of TMn by End(Mn) = T 11Mn.A Riemannian metri g is a smooth, positive de�nite setion of T 2(Mn), that is,a smooth hoie of inner produt on the tangent spaes TpMn, p 2Mn. Assoiatedto a Riemannian metri is a torsion-free onnetion, the Levi-Civita onnetion,r, whih satis�es the ompatibility onditionXg(Y; Z) = g (rXY; Z) + g (X;rXZ) (2.1)for all vetor �elds X, Y , and Z. Of ourse, g also de�nes a metri on T �Mn via the�berwise isomorphism between TpMn and (TpMn)� � T �pMn, and thus indues ametri on all of the bundles T kl Mn aording to g(U
V;W
Z) = g(U;W )g(V; Z).Similarly, the Leibniz rule provides a natural way to extend r to T �Mn { if ! isa setion of one-forms, X a vetor �eld, and Y 2 TpMn, we de�ne(rY !) (X) = Y (!(X))� ! (rYX) :By the rule r(U 
 V ) = (rU) 
 V + U 
 (rV ), r then extends to the bundlesT kl Mn. We will make the mild, and entirely standard, abuse of notation andalso use g and r to denote the indued metris and onnetions on eah T kl Mn.Aording to this onvention, equation (2.1) may be expressed simply as rg = 0.15



16From the onnetion, we de�ne the (3; 1) Riemannian urvature tensor byRm(X; Y )Z = rXrYZ �rYrXZ +r[X;Y ℄Zfor all vetor �elds X, Y , Z. The Rii urvature tensor is the symmetri two-tensor obtained via the following ontration of the Riemannian urvature tensor:R(U; V ) = nXi;j=1 g (Rm(U; ei)ej; V )where ei is an orthonormal basis for TpMn, and the salar urvature is the furtherontration R = nXi;j=1R(ei; ej):The setional urvature of a two-plane � � TpMn is de�ned to beKp(�) := g(Rm(X; Y )Y;X)jXj2jY j2 � g(X; Y )2for any basis fX; Y g of �. (Mn; g) is said to have positive setional urvature at pif Kp(�) > 0 for all two-planes � � TpMn; negative, nonpositive, and nonnegativeurvature are de�ned analogously.2.1.2 Conventions and identities in loal oordinatesWe shall often �nd it onvenient to perform our alulations in loal oordinateson a manifold. For evolution equations, this perspetive has the advantage thatthe oordinates themselves are �xed and independent of time; were we to representthe same quantities in terms of orthonormal frames, we should typially have toevolve the frames as well so that they might stay orthonormal with respet to thehanging metri.Exept where noted, we observe the following onventions.1. Roman and Greek indies. For loal oordinates fx�g on an n+ 1- dimen-sional manifold Mn+1, we will number our oordinates from 0 to n, reserveRoman letters i, j, k, et., for indies stritly in the range f1; 2; : : : ; ng anduse Greek letters to denote arbitrary indies in the range f0; 1; : : : ; ng.



172. Summation onvention. We will raise and lower indies by the metri gso that, e.g., for a vetor V k in TMn we have Vj = gjkV k, and, exeptwhere noted, shall observe the Einstein summation onvention: any haraterappearing twie in an expression as both an upper and lower index is tobe summed over the appropriate range. Thus, for example, we should have(abiding by the onvention in (1))T �� V� = nX�=0 T �� V� and UiW ij = nXi=1 UiW ij:3. Tensor norms. On a Riemannian manifold (Mn; g), the metri g indues aanonial inner produt on the tensor bundles T kl (Mn). In oordinates, forexample, we have ��T kij��2 = giagjbgkT kijT abfor an arbitrary T 2 T 21 (Mn).4. The (4; 0)-Riemannian urvature tensor. We shall lower the index of the(3; 1)-Riemannian urvature tensor to the fourth position, that isRijkl := glmRmijk:In loal oordinates, the Rii urvature tensor is given byRij := R� ��xi ; ��xj� = gklRkijland the salar urvature by R = gijRij.Finally, we reord a loal expression for the omponents of the Levi-Civitaonnetion �kij = 12gkm� ��xi gjm + ��xj gim � ��xm gij� (2.2)in terms of whih we also may express the urvatureRlijk = ��xi�ljk � ��xj �lik + �pjk�lip � �ljp�pik: (2.3)



182.2 Curvature ows of hypersurfaes2.2.1 De�nitions and onventionsFor Chapters 6 and 7, we need to establish some basi notation for evolvingfamilies of immersed hypersurfaes in Rn+1 . To inlude the neessary results forboth hapters in a uni�ed setting, we will onsider Rn+1 to be equipped with the(pseudo-riemannian) metrids2 = �dx0 
 dx0 + dx1 
 dx1 + dx2 
 dx2 + : : :+ dxn 
 dxnfor � 2 f�1; 1g. We shall alternatively denote the inner produt by h�; �i.We shall use the usual notations g, r, and Rm, to denote the indued metri,Levi-Civita onnetion, and Riemannian urvature tensor on Mn, and shall use hand W to denote the seond fundamental form and Weingarten maps assoiatedto X. In most appliations, W will belong to the positive one �+ � End(TMn).We de�ne h by DUV = rUV � �h(U; V )� (2.4)for all tangential vetor �elds U , V . Our onvention for h is hosen so that wehave (in both the Eulidean and Minkowski settings) the usual formulahij = � ���xi ; �X�xj� = �� �2X�xi�xj ; �� : (2.5)Also aording to this onvention, the Gauss equation has the loal formRijkl = �(hilhjk � hikhjl)and we have the standard ommutation formula(rirj! �rjri)!k = �Rijklglm!m = �glm (hikhjl � hilhjk)!mfor any one-form !.For the Rii urvature, we haveRij = �(Hhij � hki hkj);



19so the Bohner formula takes the formrk�frkf ��rkfrkf = �(�hikhjk �Hhij�rifrjf)where H = gijhij is the mean urvature.2.2.2 Evolution equations for evolving families of hyper-surfaesIn Chapters 6 and 7 we will onsider smooth families of immersions X :Mn �[0; T )! Rn+1 of a smooth manifold Mn whih satisfy an equation of the form�X�t = ��F� � T (2.6)where F : Mn � [0; T ) ! R is a smooth funtion, � : Mn � [0; T ) ! Rn+1 is asmooth vetor �eld satisfying h�; �i � � transverse to TMn and T = T (x; t) 2dX(x;t)(TxMn) is a smooth family of tangential vetor �elds. When � = 1, � is justa smooth hoie of normal; when � = �1, � is a hoie of time-like vetor �eld,whose existene we ensure by imposing the additional requirement that Xt(Mn) isomplete and spae-like for all t (f. 7.1 for the relevant de�nitions).Of ourse, any ow desribed by an equation of the form (2.6) may be adjustedby a di�eomorphism ofMn to eliminate the tangential term T ; suh a modi�ationhanges only the parametrization, and not the family of hypersurfaes in Rn+1 .Nevertheless, in some irumstanes, one an simplify omputations by onsideringan equivalent parametrization with a judiious hoie of T . We shall see someexample of this in Chapter 7. Here we inlude the term for the time being to trakthe Lie derivative terms it ontributes to the general evolution equations.Suppose now that (2.6) is isotropi, so that F = F (W ) is a smooth, symmetrifuntion of the priniple urvatures. Under equation (2.6), in loal oordinates onMn, we have



20
��tgij = �2�Fhij � gikrjT k � gjkriT k= �2�Fhij � (LTg)ij ; (2.7)��t� = �rkF � hkl T l� �X�xk ; (2.8)��thij = rirjF � �Fhikhkj � �rihjkT k + hikrjT k + hjkriT k�= rirjF � �Fhikhkj � (LTh)ij (2.9)�F�t = _F ijrirjF + �F _F ijhikhkj �rkFT k; (2.10)where _FW [H℄ := dds����s=0 F (W + sH) and _F ij := gjk _F ik:Note that, by the Codazzi equations and the ommutation formula above, wehaverarbhij = rirjhab � �gpq (hbihaphjq + hijhaphbq � hiphabhjq � hiphajhbq) :Thus we an rewrite the equation for h as��thij = _F abrarbhij + �F ab;drjhabrihd � (LT )ij � �Fhikhkj� � _F abgpq (hiphabhjq + hiphajhbq � hbihaphjq � hijhaphbq)where �FW [H;K℄ = ddu dds ����s;u=0 F (W + sH + uK) and �F ij;kl := gjpglq �F i;kj;l :In partiular, we haveLemma 2.1.1. (Mean urvature ow) If F = H and T k = 0 , then _F ab = gab,



21�F ab;d � 0, and ��tgij = �2�Hhij��td� = ��H2d���thij = rirjH � �Hhki hkj= �hij � 2�Hhikhkj + �jhabj2hij�H�t = �H + �Hjhijj2:2. (Gauss urvature ow) Suppose that h is positive de�nite on all ofMn � [0; T ). If F = K := det(gikhkj), and T k = 0, then, settingAab = (h�1)ab, we have _F ab = KAab, �F ab;d = K �AabAd � AaAbd�,and ��tgij = �2�Khij��td� = ��HKd���thij = rirjK � �Khki hkj= �hij +K �AabAd � AaAbd�rjhabrihd� �(n+ 1)Khiphpj +HKhij�K�t = �K + �K2H�H�t = �H +Kgij �AabAd � AaAbd�rihabrjhd+K(H2 � njhabj2);where � := KAabrarb.2.2.3 Harnak estimates for evolving onvex hypersurfaesAs we mentioned in the Introdution, in the setting of evolving families of on-vex hypersurfaes, Harnak estimates were �rst proved by Hamilton for the meanurvature ow [46℄ and by Chow [14℄ for positive powers of the Gauss urvature



22ow. Later, in [3℄, Ben Andrews generalized the theorems of Hamilton and Chowto a wide variety of urvature ows. His theorem will be the basi model we shallonsider in Chapters 6 and 7, and it will be useful for us to reall its statement.First we need a few de�nitions.De�nition 2.2 (Dual funtion). Given a funtion F : �+ � End(TMn)! R , itsdual funtion F � : �+ ! R is the mapF �(A) = �F (A�1):De�nition 2.3 (�-onvexity/onavity). A funtion F is �-onvex (onave) ifF = sgn(�)B� for a positive onvex (onave) funtion B.It is not hard to see that, for � 6= 0, the de�nition of �-onvexity is equivalentto the following inequality on the derivatives of F .�FA � (�� 1) _FA 
 _FA�F (A) : (2.11)Now we state Andrews's theorem.Theorem 2.4 (B. Andrews, [3℄). Suppose X : Mn � [0; T ) ! Rn+1 is family ofstritly onvex immersions satisfying (2.6) for F (x; t) = F (W (x; t); �(x; t)) on aompat manifold Mn. Then1. If F � is �-onave for some � < 1, we have the inequality�F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF + �F(�� 1)t � 0:2. If F � is onave and positive, thensupMn � ��t log jF j � F (h�1)ijri log jF jrj log jF j�is dereasing.3. If F � is �-onave for some � < 1, we have the inequality�F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF + �F(�� 1)t � 0:



234. If F � is onave and positive, theninfMn� ��t log jF j � F (h�1)ijri log jF jrj log jF j�is inreasing.Remark 2.5. The �-onvexity of F � along the ow is equivalent to�F ab;d + 2 _F ad(h�1)b � �� 1�F _F ab _F d � 0 (2.12)and thus is a weaker ondition than that of the �-onvexity of F .In [3℄ and [2℄, Andrews provides examples of a wide variety of ows by speedfuntions F to whih his theorem applies{ note that as he permits the speed tovary by the normal diretion, his theorem applies also to a number of anisotropiows. We onlude the setion by demonstrating that Andrews's theorem indeedovers the ases onsidered by Hamilton and Chow for ompat manifolds.Example 2.6. For the mean urvature ow, we have �F = 0, so F � is �1-onave.Then Hamilton's inequality�H�t + 2hrH; V i+ h(V; V ) + H2t � 0; (2.13)whih holds for all V 2 TMn, is a partiular onsequene of part (1) of An-drews's theorem, sine when h is positive de�nite, (2.13) is minimized by V i =�(h�1)ijrjF .For the Gauss urvature ow, F � is �n-onave, sine _F pq = K (h�1)pq, and�F pq;rs = K ��h�1�pq �h�1�rs � �h�1�ps �h�1�qr� ; (2.14)so �F pq;rs + 2 _F ps �h�1�qr = K ��h�1�pq �h�1�rs + �h�1�ps �h�1�qr� (2.15)� �n+ 1n �K �h�1�pq �h�1�rs (2.16)� 0: (2.17)Similarly, one may show that if F = K�, F � is �n�-onave, and thus Chow'sestimate [14℄ follows from part (1) of the above theorem as well.



242.2.4 A distane-type barrier funtion on omplete, non-ompat manifoldsFor some of our later analysis, we will require the followingLemma 2.7. Suppose g(t), t 2 [0; T ℄ is a smooth family of omplete Riemannianmetris on Mn and that for some onstant B > 0, ��tgij = bij satis�esjbjg(t) � B and jrbjg(t) � C�(t) (2.18)for some � 2 C(0; T ℄ satisfying Z T0 �(t) dt <1:Then there exists a positive smooth funtion � : Mn ! R having the followingproperties.1. For any x0 2Mn, there exists a onstant C1 = C(x0; B; n) suh that1C (dg(t)(x0; x) + 1) � �(x) � C(dg(t)(x0; x) + 1): (2.19)2. There exist onstants C2 = C2(B; n), C3 = C3(B; n) suh thatjr�jg(t) � C2 and (rr)g(t)� � C3g(t)Proof. This follows from the proof of Lemma 12.5 in [23℄. The only property ofthe Rii ow used is that an assumption of bounded urvature tensor implies thatjrRm j (hene also jrR j) satis�es a bound of the formjrRm j � Cpt ;the right-hand side of whih is integrable over [0; T ℄.



3 A lassi�ation theorem forrotationally invariant shrinkinggradient Rii solitons
The prinipal objet of our onsideration in this hapter is the equationR(g) +rrf � �g = 0 (3.1)for a Riemannian metri g on a manifold M , a smooth funtion f and a onstant� 2 R . A metri solving (3.1) for some smooth f and positive onstant � is alled ashrinking gradient soliton. The analogous objets in the ases � = 0 and � < 0 areknown as steady and expanding solitons. With the exeption of the sign onventionfor �, whih we have reversed to favor shrinking solitons, this terminology is bynow standard, though perhaps a bit misleading. It is possible for the same metrito satisfy (3.1) with di�erent hoies of f and �, and indeed be a shrinking solitonwith one gradient funtion and an expanding or steady soliton with another. Thusto be preise, when it is not understood that f is some anonial hoie, we shallrefer to the triple (g; f; �) as a gradient soliton struture on the manifold M .After the lass of Einstein metris, perhaps the most natural plae to lookfor solitons is among the rotationally invariant metris. In fat, in all dimensionsgreater than one, this lass has been shown to ontain omplete, non-trivial exam-ples of steady and expanding solitons (f., e.g, [52℄ and [22℄). However, one doesnot expet to �nd orresponding examples in the shrinking ase. The goal of thishapter is to verify this expetation; our main result is the following lassi�ation.
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26Theorem 3.1. Suppose n � 2, and (g; f; �) is a omplete, rotationally invariantshrinking soliton struture on a on a manifold Mn+1 di�eomorphi to one of Sn+1,Rn+1 or R � Sn. Then,1. If Mn+1 �= Sn+1, g is isometri to a round sphere and f � onst.2. If Mn+1 �= Rn+1 , g is at.3. If Mn+1 �= R � Sn, g is isometri to the standard ylinder dr2 + !20gSnof radius !0 =p(n� 1)=� and f = f(r) = (n� 1)r2=(2!20) + linear.As we mentioned in the introdution, this theorem is known (in greater gen-erality) in dimensions less than four. In dimension two, work of Hamilton in [40℄and [45℄ implies that the only omplete shrinking solitons are the at metri on R2and the round metri on S2. Also, loser to the point of view of this hapter andthe next, Chen, Lu, and Tian [12℄ have given an alternative proof of Hamilton'sresult on S2 using the neessary rotational symmetry of any potential soliton. Ina sense, then, our result may be onsidered an extension of these two-dimensional�ndings to higher dimensions.In dimension three, gradient solitons need not be rotationally symmetri, how-ever, Perelman [61℄, has shown that the only omplete examples of shrinking soli-tons with non-negative setional urvature are the at metri on R3 , the round met-ri on S3, and the standard metri on the ylinder R �S2, and their quotients. Asthe Hamilton-Ivey estimate (f. [45℄, [52℄) implies that three-dimensional anientsolutions are neessarily of non-negative urvature, Perelman's argument lassi�esall omplete three-dimensional shrinking solitonsIn higher dimensions, no omplete lassi�ation exists, however, there are anumber of partial results. For example, it is a onsequene of the reent work ofB�ohm and Wilking [6℄ that the only ompat shrinking soliton with 2-positiveurvature operator is the round sphere, and, in the K�ahler ategory, Ni [57℄has lassi�ed all omplete shrinking solitons of nonnegative bisetional urvature.Also, Feldman, Ilmanen, and Knopf [33℄ have obtained results similar to our ownfor K�ahler-Rii shrinking solitons under the orresponding assumption of U(n)-invariane. In partiular, their Proposition 9.2{ that the at metri is the only



27omplete U(n)-invariant gradient shrinking soliton on C n{is the K�ahler analog ofthe seond ase of our Theorem 3.1. Their paper also provides non-trivial examplesof U(n)-invariant gradient solitons (of all types) on other spaes.To prove Theorem 3.1, we show �rst that, under the onstraint (3.1), therotational symmetry of a non-at metri implies the rotational symmetry of thegradient funtion. This redues the proof of the proposition to the study of aertain seond order system of non-linear ODE. By a hange of variables due toRobert Bryant and Tom Ivey [22℄, we are able to further redue the problem tothe study of an equivalent �rst-order system amenable to phase-plane analysis.For the ase Mn+1 �= Sn+1, we show that any andidate metri must have positiveurvature operator, whene we may apply the result of B�ohm and Wilking. Itis no doubt possible to prove this ase solely from the analysis of the system ofODE (without using any of the dynami properties of the Rii ow), however, forthe present exposition, we will ontent ourselves with a proof with these externalingredients for onveniene. For the non-ompat ases, we use the riterion ofompleteness to eliminate all but the two standard metris by their asymptotibehavior.3.1 A rotationally symmetri metrias a warped ylinder.Fix n � 1 and let eg denote the metri on Sn of onstant setional urvatureK~g = 1 (or eg = d�2, if n = 1). For �1 � A < 
 � 1, and positive funtions! 2 C1(A;
), onsider the warped-produt metrig = dr2 + !2(r)eg (3.2)on the ylinder CA;
 := (A;
)�Sn. For this metri, we have the following standardLemma 3.2. The metri g = dr2 + !(r)2eg on C0;
 extends to a smooth metri onB
(0) � Rn+1 if and only if 
 > 0, andlimr!0!(r) = 0, limr!0!0 = 1; and limr!0 d2k!dr2k (r) = 0 for all k:



28The metri extends to a smooth metri on Sn+1 if and only if in addition 
 <1and limr!
!(r) = 0, limr!
!0 = �1; and limr!
 d2k!dr2k (r) = 0 for all k:Proof. The lemma may be proved by onsidering the expansion of ! about thepoles r = 0, r = 
 in a retangular oordinate system. See, e.g., [20℄, Lemma2.10.Thus, for the study of rotationally symmetri gradient solitons it suÆes toonsider soliton strutures of the form (CA;
; g; f; �) for g of the form (3.2). Webegin by reording the expressions of a few geometri quantities assoiated to g.The omputations needed to derive these expressions are entirely standard. A niereferene is [63℄.First, we observe that there are essentially two unique setional urvaturesof g (one when n = 2) , orresponding to planes that are tangent to the radial( ��r ) diretion and planes spanned by diretions tangent to the orbital (spherial)diretions. Expliitly, we haveKr = �!00! and Ks = 1� (!0)2!2 (3.3)for the radial and orbital urvature diretions, respetively (the prime denotesdi�erentiation with respet to r). In fat, the urvature operator Rm : �2 ! �2satis�es Rm(dr ^ �i) = 0for a loal orthonormal frame f�igni=1 on �2Sn, from whih it follows, in partiular,that the notions of positive urvature operator and positive setional urvatureoinide. By the above onsiderations, one may also derive that the Rii urvatureof g has the formR(g) = �n!00! dr2 + �(n� 1)(1� (!0)2)� !!00� eg: (3.4)A routine omputation shows that for a smooth funtion f on CA;
, one hasrrf = 8>>>><>>>>:r0r0f = f00r0rif = fi0 � (!0=!)firirjf = eri erjf + !!0f0egij



29in loal oordinates (�0 = r; �i). 1 In these oordinates, (3.1) has the expressionf00 � n!00! � � = 0 (3.5)f0i � !0! fi = 0 (3.6)eri erjf + �(n� 1)(1� (!0)2)� !!00 � !!0f0 � �!2� egij = 0: (3.7)The above system involves the partial derivatives of f and, despite the rota-tional symmetry of the metri and the Rii tensor, there is no a priori reason toassume that f shares this symmetry. However, as we show next, this symmetry isimplied unless g is at, and thus for the proof of Theorem 3.1, there is no loss ofgenerality in restriting our attention to the ase f = f(r).When f is a radial funtion, equations (3.5)-(3.7) redue to8<:f 00 � � = n!00=!!!0f 0 � �!2 = !!00 + (n� 1) ((!0)2 � 1) : (3.8)Theorem 3.3. Suppose that (g; f; �) is a omplete, rotationally symmetri gradi-ent shrinking soliton struture on Mn+1 �= Sn+1, Rn+1 , or R � Sn.If the funtion f is not rotationally symmetri, then Mn+1 �= Rn+1 and g is theat metri.Proof. Write g = dr2 + !2(r)eg for r 2 (A;
), and �x loal oordinates r =�0; �1; : : : ; �n on a neighborhood (A;
) � U about any point. Observe that foreah �xed r, equation (3.7) is a tensorial identity on Sn, and that we may thereforedi�erentiate it using the Levi-Civita onnetion er of eg to obtainerk eri erjf + !!0f0kegij = 0:Hene erk eri erjf � eri erk erjf = !!0 (f0iegjk � f0kegij) :1Here and throughout, when working in oordinates �0; : : : ; �n, we use roman letters to denoteindies 1; : : : ; n and use a tilde to denote quantities (Levi-Civita onnetion, urvature, et.)assoiated to the metri eg on Sn. In partiular, eri erjf represents the hessian of f(r; �) onsideredas a funtion on Sn.



30On the other hand, sine eRijkl = egilegjk�egikegjl, the standard ommutation identitiesimply erk eri erjf � eri erk erjf = � eRkijleglmfm= � (egijegkl � egilegjk) eglmfm= fiegjk � fkegij:Combining the two, we �nd(!!0f0i � fi) egjk = (!!0f0k � fk) egij;and traing yields (n� 1) (!!0f0i � fi) = 0for all i = 1; : : : ; n. Together with (3.6), we onlude(n� 1)jerf j2
eg �1� (!0)2� = 0: (3.9)Sine we assume n > 1, if (Xf)(r0; �0) 6= 0 for some X 2 T(r0;�0)Mn+1 tangentto the Sn fator, we must have j!0j � 1 and !00 � 0 on an interval (a; b) � (A;
)ontaining r0. But, by equation (3.3), this means that Kr = Ks = 0 on (a; b). Welaim that Kr = Ks = 0 on the entire interval (A;
).Let � = sup �r < 
 j (!0)2 = 1 on (a; r)	 :If � < 
, by equations (3.7) and (3.9), we must have that (ererf)(�; �) = 0,!0(�) = � 2 f�1g, !00(�) = 0, !(�) > 0, and f0(�; �) = ��!(�). Moreover, forsome small �, f is a funtion only of r on [�; � + �) and on this interval, f 0 and! satisfy the system (3.8), with the above initial onditions. But one may hekthat the funtions�!(r) = �(r � �) + !(�) and �f 0(r) = �((r � �) + !(�))also satisfy (3.8) and agree with ! and f at r = �. Therefore, by uniqueness 2,these solutions must oinide and it follows that that (!0)2 = (�!0)2 = 1 on the2Writing x = !0, and u = f 0, we may reast (3.8) as a �rst-order system8>><>>:!0 = x := F (!; x; u)x0 = xu� �! + (n� 1) 1�x2! := G(!; x; u)u0 = nxu! + (n� 1)�n 1�x2!2 � �� := H(!; x; u):



31interval [�; � + �), ontraditing our hoie of �. So g is at on (a;
)� Sn. Usinga similar argument at the other endpoint a, an show that g must be at on theentire ylinder (A;
)� Sn. But this means either !0 � 1 or !0 � �1, so g annotextend to a smooth metri on the sphere Sn+1 or to a omplete metri on theylinder. The only possibility is !0 � 1 and Mn+1 �= Rn+1 .3.2 Classi�ation of rotationally symmetrishrinking gradient Rii solitons3.2.1 An equivalent �rst-order system and its linearization.In view of the result of the last setion, we now assume f = f(r). We are inter-ested in solutions (!(r); f(r)) to the system (3.8) for whih ! is stritly positive.As Ivey observes in [22℄, (3.8) is invariant under translations of r and f . Bythe introdution of the variablesx = !0 and y = n!0 � !f 0whih share this invariane, and of an independent variable t whih satis�es dt =1=!dr, one obtains the �rst-order system8>>>><>>>>:d!dt = x!dxdt = x2 � xy + n� 1� �!2dydt = xy � nx2 � �!2: (3.10)Any solution to (3.8) gives rise to a trajetory of (3.10) and onversely, froma trajetory (!(t); x(t); y(t)) of (3.10), one may reover r, !(r), and f(r) by asuession of quadratures (see [52℄). Consequently, it suÆes to analyze solutionsto the simpler system (3.10). We take as oordinates (!; x; y) on the phase spaeR3 and restrit our attention to trajetories lying in the half spae ! > 0.Sine F , G, H are C1 on the region f! 6= 0g, the asserted uniqueness follows from standardODE theory.



32For n > 1, system (3.10) has two equilibrium points: P0 := (0; 1; n) and P1 :=(0;�1;�n). Denoting the right hand side of (3.10) by �, one �ndsd�P0 = �d�P1 = 0BB� 1 0 00 2� n �10 �n 1 1CCAwhih has eigenvalues 2, 1, and 1 � n. Sine we assume n � 2, both P0 and P1are saddle points: P0 (P1) lying at the intersetion of a two-dimensional unstable(stable) manifold and a one-dimensional stable (unstable) manifold. In partiular,there is a one-parameter family of trajetories in the half-spae ! > 0 initiallytangent to (1; 0; 0), among whih, in light of Lemma (3.2), lie the trajetorieswhih give rise to smooth solutions on Sn+1 and Rn+1 (see Examples (3.5) and(3.6) below). Trajetories whih orrespond to smooth solutions on Sn+1 must,in addition, tend to P1 as t ! 1, and hene lie in the intersetion of the globalunstable and stable manifolds of P0 and P1, respetively.Remark 3.4. If L : R3 ! R3 is the map (!; x; y) 7! (!;�x;�y), then from anysolution (t) = (!(t); x(t); y(t)) of (3.10) on (S; T ), one may obtain a new solution�(t) := L ((�(t))) = (!(�(t));�x(�(t));�y(�(t)))on an appropriate interval ( �S; �T ) where � is hosen to satisfy d�dt = �1 and �( �S) =T , �( �T ) = S.By use of this devie, one immediately obtains that the global stable and un-stable manifolds of Pi, Si and Ui, i = 1; 2 are related by L(S0) = U1, L(U0) = S1,and moreover, if a set V � R3 is preserved by the system (3.10) for inreasing t(i.e, (t0) 2 V implies (t) 2 V for t > t0, as long as the solution is de�ned), thenL(V ) is preserved by the system for dereasing t.3.2.2 The standard examples.At this junture, it is worthwhile to reall the standard solutions to (3.8) andloate the orresponding solution to (3.10) in !xy-spae. The ontent of Theorem3.1 is that this list essentially exhausts the possibilities for omplete solutions.



33Example 3.5. (Round sphere) The ondition f � onst in (3.8) leads to theonstant urvature soliton struture8><>:!(r) =pn� sin�q�nr�f(r) = onston the sphere Sn+1. The orresponding trajetory in !xy-spae is the elliptial arfnx2 + �!2 = ng lying in the plane fy = nxg joining P0 and P1.Example 3.6. (Gaussian soliton) The ondition !0 � 1 in (3.8) leads to the atsoliton struture 8<:!(r) = rf(r) = �2r2 + linear (3.11)on Rn+1 and orresponds to the trajetory y = n � !2 in the plane fx = 1gemanating from P0. Applying the devie of Remark (3.4), one obtains a similartrajetory in the plane fx = �1g, satisfying y = �n + �!2 and tending to P1 ast!1.Example 3.7. (Standard ylinder) The ondition !0 � 0 in (3.8) leads to thestruture 8<:!(r) =qn�1�f(r) = �2r2 + linearon R � Sn orresponding to the line f(p(n� 1)=�; 0; y)g in !xy-spae.Remark 3.8. The at and ylindrial solutions desribed in the previous twoexamples are the only for whih !0 � onst, and the orresponding trajetories in!xy-spae desribe the intersetions of the planes fx = 1g, fx = 0g, and fx = �1gwith the set fx2 � xy + n� 1� �!2 = 0g. This leads to an observation whih weshall have repeated oasion to use in the sequel: the only solutions (t) of (3.10)for whih dxdt (t0) = 0 and x(t0) = 1, 0, or �1 at some t0 are, by uniqueness, thosefor whih x(t) � 1, 0, or �1, respetively.Finally, we mention that by taking � = 0 in the x and y-omponents of (3.10)one reovers the analogous system for rotationally symmetri solutions to the



34steady soliton equation. The trajetories of (3.10) whih lie in the plane f! = 0gare therefore naturally assoiated with steady soliton strutures (although, ofourse, the warping funtion !(r) of these strutures no longer orresponds di-retly to the !-oordinate). In partiular, the (one-dimensional) intersetion ofthe unstable manifold of P0 with the plane f! = 0g ontains two andidates fora smooth steady soliton on Rn+1 : one with negative setional urvature near theorigin, whih turns out to be inomplete, and one with positive urvature near theorigin, whih is the well-known Bryant soliton{ a omplete steady soliton on Rn+1of positive urvature.3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1In what follows, (t) = (!(t); x(t); y(t)) will represent a trajetory of (3.10)de�ned for t in what we may take to be a maximal interval (S; T ) with �1 �S < T � 1. To redue the lutter of our expressions, we shall usually suppressthe dependene of the omponents of the trajetory on the parameter t.3.3.1 Some invariant sets.We begin our analysis of trajetories of (3.10) by observing that the seond andthird derivatives of the x-omponent have the following onvenient expressions.Lemma 3.9. The x-omponent of any trajetory (t) of (3.10) satis�esd2xdt2 = (n� 1)x(x2 � 1) + (3x� y)dxdt (3.12)and d3xdt3 = 2x [(2n� 1)x� y℄ dxdt + 2�dxdt�2 + (3x� y)d2xdt2 : (3.13)Proof. We ompute d2xdt2 = (2x� y)dxdt � x2y + nx3 � �!2x= (n� 1)x(x2 � 1) + (3x� y)dxdt ;



35and d3xdt3 = �(n� 1)(3x2 � 1) + dxdt � dydt � dxdt + 2�dxdt�2 + (3x� y)d2xdt2= 2x [(2n� 1)x� y℄ dxdt + 2�dxdt�2 + (3x� y)d2xdt2 :With the above expressions we may easily establish the following qualitativeresults on the behavior of trajetories of the system.Lemma 3.10. The regions�x � 1 , dxdt � 0� , �x � �1 , dxdt � 0� , and fy � 0gare preserved under system (3.10) for inreasing t, and�x � 1 , dxdt � 0� , �x � �1 , dxdt � 0� , and fy � 0g ;are preserved for dereasing t.Proof. By (3.12), if dxdt (t0) = 0 at some t0 with x(t0) > 1, then d2xdt2 (t0) > 0, andhene both dxdt and x ontinue to inrease. By Remark 3.8, we annot have dxdt = 0and x = 1 simultaneously unless x � 1. The argument for the ase x � �1 anddxdt � 0 is similar.To see that fy � 0g is preserved, observe thatdydt = �nx2 � �!2 < 0whenever y = 0.The preservation of the remaining sets for dereasing t follows by applying theresults already obtained to the trajetory �(t) = L((�)) onstruted as in Remark(3.4).Lemma 3.11.1. If there exists t0 2 (S; T ) at whih x(t0) = 0, y(t0) � 0, and dxdt (t0) > 0, thenx(t) (and dxdt ) inrease until (t) enters the region fx > 1g.



362. If there exists t0 2 (S; T ) at whih x(t0) = 0, y(t0) � 0, and dxdt (t0) > 0, thenx(t) < 0 and dxdt (t) > 0 for all t < t0 and there exists a t1 � t0 suh thatx(t) < �1 for all t < t1.In partiular, in view of Lemma 3.10, if the trajetory  enters the region fx < 0g,either it remains there or eventually lies in the region fx > 1g.Proof. In ase (1), we have y(t) < 0 for all t > t0 by Lemma 3.10, and d2xdt2 (t0) � 0by equation (3.12). Sine by (3.13), d3xdt3 > 0 on the region�x � 0; dxdt > 0; d2xdt2 � 0� ;we have d2xdt2 (t) > 0 for all t > t0. Consequently, x(t) > dxdt (t0)(t � t0). As boundson x imply bounds on the derivatives of ! and y, the solution annot expire while0 < x < 1. Sine the interval (S; T ) is maximal, x > 1 eventually.Case (2) then follows from ase (1) by onsidering again the trajetory �(t)onstruted aording to the devie in Remark 3.4: If x(t0) = 0, y(t0) � 0 anddxdt (t0) > 0, then �x(t0) = 0, �y(t0) � 0 and d�xdt (t0) > 0, and the orresponding intervalof de�nition ( �S; �T ), satisfying �( �T ) = S, �( �S) = T will also be maximal.
3.3.2 Proof of the ase Mn+1 �= Sn+1Theorem 3.12. Suppose (Sn+1; g) is a rotationally symmetri shrinking soliton.Then g has positive urvature operator.Proof. As we observed in Setion 3.1, the positivity of the urvature operator isimplied by that of the setional urvatures whih have the expressionsKr = � 1!2 dxdt , and Ks = (1� x2)!2in terms of the (!; x; y) oordinates.Any trajetory (t) of system (3.10) whih orresponds to a smooth solitonstruture on the sphere must tend to P0 = (0; 1; n) as t ! �1 and to P1 =(0;�1;�n) as t!1. Thus, by Lemma 3.10, we must have �1 < x(t) < 1 (heneKs(t) > 0) for all t and dxdt < 0 at least initially. We wish to show dxdt < 0 for all t.



37By equation (3.12) of Lemma 3.9, d2xdt2 < 0 at ritial points of x in the regionf0 < x < 1g, so dxdt remains stritly negative on this region and, by Remark 3.8,annot vanish on fx = 0g. Sine (t) must tend to P1 as t ! 1, it must, inpartiular, enter the region fx < 0g, and, in view of Lemma 3.11, remain there forall subsequent t. Sine d2xdt2 > 0 at ritial points of x in the region f�1 < x < 0g,dxdt must therefore remain stritly negative if x is to approah �1. So dxdt < 0 always,and thus for any trajetory emanating from P0 and tending to P1 we have Kr > 0and Ks > 0 for all t as laimed.Taking limits, one �nds that at the \poles" r = A and r = 
, the setionalurvatures agree and are at least non-negative. One may therefore apply Lemma8.2 of [39℄ to onlude that the urvature operator Rm(g) : ^2 ! ^2 is of onstantrank, and therefore stritly positive everywhere.That g has onstant setional urvature is then a onsequene of the followinggeneral result.Theorem. (B�ohm-Wilking [6℄, Theorem 1) On a ompat manifold, the normal-ized Rii ow evolves a Riemannian metri with 2-positive urvature operator toa limit metri with onstant setional urvature.That f � onst in ase (1) of Proposition 3.1, then follows by substitutingKr = Ks = onst into (3.8) or, alternatively, by onsidering the identityR + jrf j2 � 2�f = onstvalid on any gradient Rii shrinking soliton (see, e.g., [22℄). If f attains itsmaximum and minimum at the points xM and xm, respetively, then the identityimplies f(xM) = f(xm) sine R is onstant.3.3.3 The asymptoti behavior of trajetories orrespond-ing to omplete, non-ompat metrisHereafter, we shall onsider solutions (t) satisfying one or both of the ondi-tions Z Tt0 !(�) d� =1 = limt!T r(t) (3.14)



38and Z t0S !(�) d� =1 = � limt!S r(t) (3.15)for any t0 2 (S; T ). Condition (3.14) is neessarily satis�ed by any trajetory or-responding to a omplete metri on Rn+1 and both (3.14) and (3.15) are neessarilysatis�ed by any trajetory orresponding to a omplete metri on R � Sn. As weshall see, these onditions impose rather stringent onditions on the asymptotibehavior of a trajetory.We remark that if (t) satis�es (3.14) then �(t) = L((�)) satis�es (3.15) andvie-versa. Thus, from the following results, whih apply to trajetories satisfyingthe \forwards" ondition (3.14), we may easily obtain orresponding results fortrajetories satisfying the \bakwards" ondition (3.15). These results will beolleted in Lemma 3.17, below.We begin with a simple onsequene of the forwards extendability ondition bywhih we may obtain eventual knowledge of the sign of the y-omponent.Lemma 3.13. Along any trajetory (t), the quantity Q = y=! is stritly dereas-ing. If (t) satis�es (3.14), limt!T Q = �1. In partiular, y eventually beomesnegative.Proof. We ompute ddtQ = �nx2! � �! < 0:Integrating, we �nd that, for any S < t0 < t < T ,y! (t) � y! (t0)� � Z tt0 !(�)d�:The following observation is also immediate.Lemma 3.14. If (t) satis�es (3.14), then lim supt!T x(t) � 0.Proof. If x(t) < �Æ on some (a; T ) � (S; T ), then !(t) � Ce�Æt on the sameinterval, and (t) annot satisfy (3.14).



39Thus, in view of Lemma 3.11, no trajetory satisfying (3.14) an enter the regionfx < �1g. That no trajetory satisfying (3.14) an enter the region fx > 1g is true(as we prove next), but less obvious sine !(t) ! 1. Taken together, Lemmas3.11, 3.14, and 3.15 prove that any omplete metri on Rn+1 satis�es Ks � 0.The proof follows the lines of an argument due to Bryant and Ivey (.f. [22℄)demonstrating the inompleteness of a similar trajetory of the steady solitonsystem. In fat, if one regards the trajetories of (3.10) in the plane f! = 0gas trajetories of the the analogous system for steady solitons (f. the remarks atthe end of Setion 3.2.2), then Ivey's argument pertains to the trajetory in theplane emerging from P0 in the diretion opposite the Bryant soliton. The followinglemma then may be viewed as an extension of his �nding to the neighboring familyof trajetories in the unstable manifold U0 whih populate the setor between theat trajetory with x � 0 and the plane f! = 0g. These trajetories orrespond tometris of stritly negative setional urvature and are all inomplete. However,Ivey's argument does not arry over diretly, as, in the expression for dxdt in theshrinking ase, one has to ontend with an additional term (��!2) of unooperativesign.Lemma 3.15. Suppose x(t0) > 1 and dxdt (t0) > 0 at some t0 2 (S; T ). ThenR Tt0 !(�) d� <1.Proof. We proeed by ontradition. Suppose (t) satis�es (3.14). Then, by (3.12),x(t) > 1 and dxdt (t) > 0 for t > t0, and, by Lemma 3.13, there is a t1 2 (t0; T ) suhthat y(t) < 0 for all t � t1.Hene, by (3.12), we haved2xdt2 � (n� 1)x(x2 � 1) + 3xdxdt > 32 d(x2)dt : (3.16)Now, sine the interval (S; T ) is assumed maximal, and sine bounds on x implybounds on the derivatives of y and !, if T <1 we must have lim supt!T jx(t)j =limt!T x = 1. On the other hand, x(t) is uniformly onvex by (3.16), so even ifT =1 we still have limt!T x(t) =1. Returning to (3.16) with this fat in hand,we �nd dxdt � 54x2 + 1



40for all t greater than some t2 � t1. (The oeÆient 5=4 is hosen for onvenieneand ould be replaed by 3=2� � for any � > 0 { below, we merely require it to begreater than one.) From this equation it follows that T <1 andddt artan p52 x! � p52 ;whih implies !(t) � C2(T � t) 45for some onstant C2, ontraditing (3.14).Together, Lemmas 3.10 and 3.15 allow us to restrit our attention to trajetorieswhih remain in the region f�1 < x < 1g, and, onsequently, to those within�nite existene time t 2 (S;1) sine a trajetory with x bounded annot satisfyondition (3.14) on a interval bounded above. Along suh trajetories, y beomesnegative and Lemma 3.11 implies that eventually x aquires a onstant sign. As aonsequene, we obtain the following re�nement of Lemma 3.13:Lemma 3.16. If (t) is a trajetory of (3.10) de�ned on (S;1) satisfying ondi-tion (3.14) and �1 < x(t) < 1, then limt!1 y(t) = �1.Proof. Suppose lim supt!1 y(t) � �M for some M > 1, and hoose tk 2 (S;1)suh that tk % 1 and y(tk) � �M . Then, by Lemma 3.13, limk!1 !(tk) = 0.Sine x eventually aquires a onstant sign, and ddt! = x!, we must have x(t) � 0eventually, and !(t) must tend to 0 outright as t!1.Now, equation (3.12) shows that x(t) annot attain a loal maximum on f�1 <x � 0g unless x = 0, and we know x = 0 and dxdt = 0 simultaneously only if x � 0,in whih ase dy = �(n � 1)dt. Otherwise, x is eventually monotoni in t andeither inreases or dereases to a limit �x 2 [�1; 0℄. By the remarks preeding thislemma, we annot have �x < 0 if the trajetory is to satisfy ondition (3.14). Soassume �x = 0, whih implies dxdt > 0 eventually. Then, for any �, we an hoose t�suh that t > t� implies both y(t) < 0 and nx2 + �!2 < �. For suh t, we havedydt = xy � nx2 � �!2 > ��:



41Fixing � < n�12 , we �nd, eah for k,y(t) > �M � �(t� tk)and dxdt (t) = x2 � xy + n� 1� �!2 > n� 12 + x(tk)(M + (�(t� tk)) ;(where, in obtaining the last inequality, we used that x is monotonially inreasing).Hene, x(t)� x(tk) > �n� 12 +Mx(tk)� (t� tk) + �x(tk)2 (t� tk)2:For k >> 0, Mx(tk) > �(n � 1)=4, so that the above (with the monotoniity ofx(t)) implies that there exists Æ = Æ(M; �; n) > 0 and a subsequene tkj ! 1suh that x(tkj+1) > x(tkj ) + Æ for all j. This ontradits that x % 0, and proveslim supt!1 y(t) = �1.3.3.4 Proof of the ase Mn+1 �= Rn+1The results of the last setion are enough to assemble theProof of Claim (2) of Theorem 3.1. Sine the underlying manifold Mn+1 is dif-feomorphi to Rn+1 , the smooth extension of the metri to the origin r = 0requires S = �1 and our solution (t) = (!(t); y(t); !(t)) of (3.10) to satisfylimt!�1 (t) = P0 = (0; 1; n).We laim �rst that if our trajetory is to satisfy ondition (3.14), then x � 1.For if ever x > 1, sine limt!�1 x(t) = 1, we would have to have dxdt (t0) > 0 andx(t0) > 1 at some earlier t0. But then, by Lemmas 3.10 and 3.15, the x-omponentwould blow-up too fast for (t) to satisfy (3.14). So we must have x � 1 for all t.Then, if ever x = 1, we must also have dxdt = 0 at the same time, whih, aspointed out in Remark 3.8, happens only if x � 1{i.e., only if (t) orrespondsto the at solution of Example 3.6. We laim that this is the only trajetoryemanating from P0 whih satis�es (3.14).We may now assume that x(t) < 1 on our trajetory and that for some t0(hene all t < t0), dxdt (t0) < 0 and 0 < x(t0) < 1. Sine, by equation (3.12), d2xdt2 is



42stritly negative at all ritial points of x in the region 0 < x < 1, there are twopossibilities for our trajetory: either1. x dereases monotonially to a limit �x 2 [0; 1) as t!1, or2. (t) enters the region fx � 0g at some time t = t1.Knowing that y ! �1 as t ! 1 (in fat, just knowing that eventually y < 0suÆes), we an dispose of ase (1) by observing that while x 2 [0; 1℄,d2xdt2 � (n� 1)x(x2 � 1) + �dxdt < 0 (3.17)one y < �� < 0. Hene x eventually beomes negative.Now, we also know from Lemma 3.14 that x annot tend to a negative limitor beome stritly less than �1 if ondition (3.14) is to be satis�ed. Sine d2xdt2is stritly positive at ritial points of x in the region f�1 < x < 0g, and sinethe only trajetories with ritial points of x on the boundary of this region arelassi�ed in Examples 3.6 and 3.7 and neither emanate from P0, we fae only twoalternatives:(2a) either  enters the region x > 0 again, or(2b) x% 0 as t!1.Alternative (2a) is immediately exluded by Lemmas 3.11 and 3.15: no traje-tory whih emanates from P0 an satisfy x(t0) = 0, dxdt (t0) > 0, y(t0) � 0, and notrajetory whih satis�es x(t0) = 0, dxdt (t0) > 0, y(t0) � 0 an satisfy (3.14).For (2b), we observe that sine y ! �1 as t ! 1, we have 3x � y > � > 0eventually, and thus we may obtain the analog of equation (3.17) for t suÆientlylarge d2xdt2 = (n� 1)x(x2 � 1) + (3x� y)dxdt > �dxdt > 0; (3.18)whih is inompatible with x% 0 as t!1.The trajetory x � 1 is therefore the unique trajetory emanating from P0satisfying (3.14), and the proof of the ase Mn+1 � Rn+1 is omplete.



433.3.5 Proof of the ase Mn+1 �= R � SnAs remarked earlier, the results in Setion 3.3.3 regarding trajetories satisfyingthe forwards extendability ondition (3.14) have natural analogs for trajetoriessatisfying the bakwards version (3.14).Lemma 3.17.1. Suppose (t) satis�es (3.15).(a) limt!S Q(t) =1 and y is initially positive.(b) lim inft!S x(t) � 0() If �1 < x(t) < 1 for all t (so �S = T =1), then limt!�1 y(t) =1.2. If x(t0) < �1 and dxdt (t0) > 0 at some t0 2 (S; T ),Z t0S !(�) d� <1 (3.19)Proof. Let �(t) = L((�(t))) be as in Remark 3.4.Z t0S !(�) d� = Z �Tt0 �!(�) d�: (3.20)Thus, if (t) satis�es (3.15), �(t) satis�es (3.14) and the laims of part 1 follow bythe appliation of Lemmas 3.13, 3.14, and 3.16 to �(t).For part 2, note that �x(t0) > 1, d�xdt (t0) > 0 if x(t0) < �1, dxdt (t0) > 0, so Lemma3.15 and equation (3.20) yield the inequality (3.19).Now we turn to the remainder of the proof of Theorem 3.1.Proof of Claim 3 of Theorem 3.1. We shall show that the only trajetory (t) sat-isfying both (3.14) and (3.15) is that of Example 3.7 with x � 0 and ! �p(n� 1)=�.By Lemmas 3.10 and 3.15 and ase (2) of Lemma 3.17, we an assume that�1 � x(t) � 1 and onsequently also S = �1, T = 1. In fat, sine neither ofthe trajetories with x � �1 an satisfy both onditions (3.14) and (3.15), we mayassume �1 < x(t) < 1.



44By Lemma 3.14 and part (1b) of Lemma 3.17, we know lim inft!�1 x(t) � 0and lim supt!1 x(t) � 0. Thus sine d2xdt2 is stritly positive at ritial points of xin the region f�1 < x < 0g and stritly negative at these ritial points in theregion f0 < x < 1g, either (t) rosses the plane fx = 0g at some time or itsx-omponent maintains a onstant sign and tends monotonially to 0 as t ! 1or t ! �1. We laim that this latter option annot our. For, in light of theremarks in the preeding paragraph, the only senarios of this option in whih(t) ould potentially satisfy the extendability riteria would be x < 0 and x% 0as t ! 1, or x > 0 and x & 0 as t ! �1. But the ase x < 0, x % 0 waseliminated in the argument for Claim (2), and the ase x& 0 as t! �1 reduesto the previous one by the onsideration of the trajetory �(t).Thus, we onlude that there must exist a t0 suh that x(t0) = 0. If dxdt (t0) 6= 0,then we may assume dxdt (t0) > 0, as the argument given in the ase Mn+1 � Rn+1implies that the only trajetories satisfying (3.14) and dxdt (t0) < 0 initially lie inthe region fx < �1g and annot thus satisfy (3.15). However, if dxdt (t0) > 0, thenLemma 3.11 implies that either again (t) lies initially in the region fx < �1g oreventually in the region fx > 1g, in whih ase, by Lemma 3.15 and part (2) ofLemma 3.17, (t) an satisfy at most one of the onditions (3.14) and (3.15).Thus we an only have dxdt (t0) = 0, whih implies that  oinides with thetrajetory x � 0, ! �p(n� 1)=� as laimed.Aknowledgement. This hapter is essentially a reprint, with minor modi�a-tions, of the paper \On rotationally invariant shrinking gradient Rii solitons" byB. Kotshwar, whih has been submitted for publiation. The dissertation authorwas the primary investigator and sole author of this paper.The author wishes to thank Professors Bennett Chow and Lei Ni for usefuldisussions pertaining to the work in this hapter. He is espeially indebted toProfessor Thomas Ivey, whose analysis of the problem in the expanding and steadysoliton ases served as a guide for the study of the shrinking soliton ase presentedhere.



4 Complete, positively-urvedgradient expanding solitonsin two dimensions
In this hapter we will again onsider the gradient soliton equation (3.1) on aRiemann surfae, though it will be onvenient to use the following equivalent form,in whih we have reversed the sign onvention to favor expanding solitons.(K[g℄ + �)g = rrf: (4.1)Here K[g℄ denotes the Gauss urvature of g. Aording to this onvention, thesoliton is said to be expanding, steady, or shrinking, depending as the onstant �is positive, zero, or negative.In dimension two, it is a simple observation of Hamilton [45℄ that any gradientsoliton must be rotationally symmetri. Indeed, if J is the omplex struture, it isnot hard to verify that J(rf) is a Killing vetor �eld for the metri.On a losed M2, Theorem 10.1 in [40℄ and Theorem 2 in [12℄ together implythat any soliton must have onstant urvature. On a omplete, non-ompat M2,it is known (f. Lemma 2.7 in [22℄), that a steady soliton of positive urvature mustbe homotheti to Hamilton's igar soliton. The purpose of this note is to provide asimple proof of the orresponding result in the ase of omplete expanding solitons:in [22℄, and [37℄, the authors desribe an expanding, positively urved solutionto (4.1) on R2 ; here we on�rm that it is essentially unique up to homothety.Our proof is elementary, and a synthesis of omponents either standard or extant
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46elsewhere in the literature.Theorem 4.1. Suppose (M2; g) is a omplete, non-ompat Riemannian surfaewith K[g℄ > 0, whih satis�es (4.1) with � = 1 for some f . Then there is aonstant � > 0 suh that1. (M2; g) is isometri to (R2 ; �(r)2dr2 + r2d�2) with�(r) = �1 +W ������ � exp������ �� �22 r2�� ; (4.2)where W : (0;1) ! (0;1) is the produt-log funtion (the inverse of xex)and � = limr!0 �(r) 2 (0; �);2. f is a radial funtion satisfyingrf(r) = � r�(r) ��r : (4.3)First we observe that the satisfation of (4.1) with the assumption of positiveurvature implies that f is a uniformly onvex funtion. This is a strong onditionon f , as the following lemma demonstrates.Lemma 4.2. Suppose f is a smooth funtion on a omplete Riemannian manifold(Mn; g) satisfying rrf �  > 0. Then f has a unique ritial point.Proof. Fix any x 2 Mn and for any y 6= x, let y : [0;1)!Mn be the extensionof a minimal geodesi joining x to y, parametrized by arlength. Then, by Taylor'stheorem and our assumption on f ,f(y) � f(x) + hrf(x); _y(0)ig(x) d(x; y) + d(x; y)22 (4.4)� f(x)� jrf(x)jg(x)d(x; y) + d(x; y)22 (4.5)Thus there exists an R > 0 suh that f > f(x) on Bx(R), whih implies f isbounded below and attains its in�mum at some x0 2Mn.If x1 is any other ritial point of Mn, performing the above expansion aboutx1 yields f(x0) � f(x1) + d(x1; x0)22 ;a ontradition. Hene f has exatly one ritial point.



47By equation (4.1), f is a onformal vetor �eld. Therefore, by a standardargument (f. the editors' footnote on pp. 241-2 in [10℄), if J is the almostomplex struture on TM2 de�ned by 90Æ ounter lokwise rotation, J(rf) is aKilling vetor �eld. By the above Lemma, J(rf) vanishes at a unique x0 2 M2,and hene it follows from Lemma 1 of [12℄ that (M2; g) is rotationally symmetriand topologially R2 . We therefore may assume that1. (M2; g) is isometri to (R2 ; ds2+'2(s)d�2) for some positive funtion ', and2. f = f(s) is a radial funtion.Our assumption of positive urvature also implies the existene of the followinguseful oordinate system.Lemma 4.3. Suppose g = ds2+'(s)2d�2 is a omplete, positively urved rotation-ally symmetri metri on R2 . Then there exist oordinates (r; �) on R2 � frayg inwhih g has the representation g = �(r)2dr2 + r2d�2 for some smooth positive �.Proof. A routine alulation shows K = �'00(s)='(s), thus positive urvatureimplies '00(s) < 0. In order for g to extend smoothly to a metri on all of R2 ,we must have lims!0 '0(s) = 1. So '0(s) > 0 for small s. We laim that, in fat,'0(s) > 0 for all s. For if '0(s0) = 0 then the onavity of ' implies '0(s0 + �) =�Æ < 0 and hene '0(s) < �Æ for all s > s0 + �. But then '(s) < '(s0 + �) � Æsfor s > s0 + � whih, for large s, ontradits '(s) > 0. Thus ' is an inreasing,hene invertible, funtion of s. Setting r = r(s) = '(s), and �(r) = 1='0(s(r)), weobtain g = �(r)2dr2 + r2d�2 as desired.4.1 Proof of Theorem 4.1Now we assemble the above results to verify the asserted uniqueness of theexample in Theorem 4.1. The atual manipulation of the ODE presented below isessentially the same as in [22℄; we inlude the details for the bene�t of the reader.Working in the above oordinates with the representation



48g = �(r)2dr2 + r2d�2, we omputeK(r) = �0(r)r�(r)3 ; (4.6)and rrf(r)� ��r ; ��r� = f 00(r)� f 0(r)�0(r)�(r) (4.7)rrf(r)� ��� ; ���� = f 0(r) r�(r)2 : (4.8)The soliton equation (4.1) with  = 1 then implies, together with equations (4.6-4.8), �0r� + �2 = f 00 � f 0�0� ; (4.9)�0r�3 + r2 = f 0 r�2 : (4.10)Multiplying (4.10) by �2=r2 and ombining the result with (4.9), we obtainf 00 = f 0��0� + 1r� ;or f 0(r) = ��(r)r (4.11)for some �. Sine � is positive and f is onvex, we must have � > 0. This veri�esequation (4.3).Substituting (4.11) into (4.10) and simplifying, we obtain the separable equa-tion �0 = �2(�� �)rwhih has the solution�r22 +M = 1�2 ��� �� log��� �� ��for some onstant M , or, applying the produt-log funtion W to both sides andsolving for �, � = �1 +W �exp �M�2 � �22 r2�� : (4.12)



49Setting r = 0 and � = �(0), we �ndM = 1�2 log���� �� � exp��� �� �� :and equation (4.2) of Theorem 4.1 follows.Finally observe that using (4.10) and (4.11), we obtain�� �(r)�(r) = K(r) > 0:Thus 0 < �(r) < � for all r > 0. Sending r ! 0 and using that K(0) is positiveand well-de�ned, we onlude � 2 (0; �) as well.



5 A unique-ontinuation theoremwith appliations tothe Rii ow
5.1 IntrodutionGiven a bounded domain 
 � Rn , it is well-known that the initial value problem8>>>><>>>>:� ��t ��� u(x; t) = 0; x 2 
; t 2 (0; T ℄u(x; 0) = u0;u j�
(x; t) = 0 (5.1)admits at most one solution u(x; t) 2 C2(
 � (0; T ℄) \ C(
 � [0; T ℄). This, aonsequene of the maximum priniple, is preisely the property of uniqueness: twosolutions to (5.1) whih agree at time t = 0 must agree for as long as the solutionexists. A natural question to ask is whether a similar property of uniquenessholds bakwards in time, that is, if u and ~u solve (5.1) on 
 and are solutionsto (5.1) on 
, and if u(�; T ) = ~u(�; T ), does it follow that u(x; t) = ~u(x; t) for all(x; t) 2 
� [0; T ℄? The answer to this question in this ase is known lassially tobe yes (see, e.g., [54℄, [1℄), and the assertion is known as a bakwards-uniquenessor unique ontinuation property for the equation.Note that the question is somewhat more deliate than its forwards ounterpart.First, the orresponding \terminal value problem" is ill-posed and in general an-not be solved. Seond, in fat one expets that the bakwards uniqueness should50



51be \approximately" false. Indeed, one expets that two temperature distributionswith the same average temperature initially should approah their ommon av-erage, and hene eah other, as time inreases. The assertion, then, is preiselythat di�usion alone annot aomplish this task in only a �nite amount of time.Nevertheless, the property holds for a wide variety of linear paraboli equationsand in more general ontexts.As the Rii ow is in some sense the analog of the heat equation for the lass ofRiemannian metris, one may ask if it too enjoys a unique-ontinuation property.At the moment this question is still open; any proof will need to overome theobstales posed by the non-linearity and only weak-paraboliity of the equation.However, some sort of unique-ontinuation is strongly onjetured to hold, and wepresent some results in this diretion in the remainder of this hapter.5.2 Overview and statement of resultsOur objetives are to prove the following three theorems.Theorem 5.1 (Unique ontinuation for the K�ahler-Rii ow). Suppose h��� isa K�ahler metri on the ompat manifold M2n whose K�ahler form !h is a realmultiple of the Chern lass [�℄, i.e., so that[!h℄ = rhn [�℄ where rh := RM2n Rhd�hRM2n d�h :Then if g���(x; t) and eg���(x; t) are two solutions to the normalized K�ahler-Riiow �g����t = �R��� + rgn g���:on M2n � [0; T ℄ with g���(�; T ) = h��� = eg���(�; T )Then g���(�; t) = eg���(�; t) agree identially on [0; T ℄.Theorem 5.2 (No onvergene to Einstein in �nite time). Suppose g(t) is a solu-tion to the Rii ow on a ompat manifold for t 2 (A;
) := I that satis�es theEinstein ondition R[g(t0)℄ = �g(t0) for some � at some t0 2 I. Then (extending



52g if I is not maximal), g is Einstein for all t 2 (�1; t0+1=(2�)), (t0�1=(2�);1),or (�1;1), depending as � is positive, negative, or zero. Expliitly, we haveg(t) = (1� 2�(t� t0))g(t0) and R(t) = �1� 2�(t� t0)g(t):Theorem 5.3 (Unique ontinuation for Rii-DeTurk ow). Suppose �g is a �xedRiemannian metri and g(t) and eg(t) are two solutions to the Rii DeTurk ow(1.3) with respet to �g on a ompat manifold Mn for t in some ommon interval[0; T ℄ If g(T ) = eg(T ), then g(t) = eg(t) for all t 2 [0; T ℄.Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 answer questions posed by Chow in [21℄. Given the utilityof the Rii-DeTurk ow to the questions of existene and forwards-uniqueness, itis our hope that perhaps Theorem 5.3 may have appliation in an eventual proofof the bakwards uniqueness of the Rii ow.The heart of this hapter and the key to the proofs of Theorems 5.1, 5.2, and5.3, is the following general result whih may itself be of some interest. We presentits proof { a modi�ation of an argument of Lees and Protter [54℄{ in the nextsetion.Theorem 5.4. Let fg(t)gt2[0;T ℄ be a smooth family of Riemannian metris on aompat manifold Mn and suppose that X 2 C1(T kl (Mn)� [0; T ℄) satis�esZMn jLXj2 (�; t) d� � 1 ZMn jXj2 (�; t) d�+ 2 ZMn jrXj2 (�; t) d� (5.2)for all t 2 [0; T ℄ where L = �ijrirj � ��t , � is a smooth family of symmetri,positive de�nite (0; 2)-tensors, and 1, 2 are positive onstants. (Here j � j := j � jg(t)denotes the indued metri on T kl , and r := rg(t) and d� := d�g(t), respetively, theLevi-Civita onnetion and volume form assoiated to g(t)). Then, if X(�; T ) � 0,X(�; t) � 0 for all t 2 [0; T ℄.5.3 A unique-ontinuation theorem for evolvingtensor �eldsIn [54℄, Lees and Protter prove a unique-ontinuation theorem for C2 solutionsto heat-type operators on bounded domains in Rn . Here we adapt their proof to �t



53the ase of tensor equations on losed manifolds with potentially evolving metris,onnetions, and measures; our argument follows theirs rather losely, with somestraight-forward modi�ations to handle the extra terms generated by the extratime-dependent quantities. We present a proof in the ase that X is a (2; 0)-tensor;the other ases are proved analogously.5.3.1 NotationWe begin by establishing some notation. For 0 � �1 < �2 � T , let V�1;�2 be thelass of smooth families V (t) of setions of T 2(Mn) for t 2 [�1; �2℄, and de�neV�1;�20 = fV 2 V�1;�2 : V (�; �1) � 0 � V (�; �2) g :Let � be as in Theorem 5.4 and write � := �ijrirj and L = �� ��t . Choose a1,a2 > 0 so that a1 j�j2g(x;t) � �ij(x; t)�i�j � a2 j�j2g(x;t) (5.3)for all � 2 TxMn and all (x; t) 2Mn � [0; T ℄. Write ��tgij = bij and put B = gijbijso that the volume form assoiated to the metri g(t) satis�es��td�g(t) = B2 d�g(t):In the omputations that follow, it will be onvenient to make the mild abuse ofnotation of using b(�; �) also to denote the time derivative of the metri on T2(Mn)indued by g(t), i.e., to meanb(X; Y ) = �(gigkdgjl + gikgjgld)bdXijYklaording to our original de�nition. For V , W 2 V [�1;�2℄ we denote the L2-pairingby hhV;W ii := Z �2�1 ZMnhV;W i d�g(t)dtwhere, as before, hV;W i := hV;W ig(t) = gikgjlVijWkl;and will write k�k for the norm assoiated to this pairing. (We use similar notationto desribe the L2-norm of smooth families of tensors of di�erent rank as well.)



54Sine we assume g(t) and �(t) to be smooth families on [0; T ℄, and Mn isompat, there exist positive onstants P , Q suh thatsup0�t�T njbj2g(t) + jrbj2g(t)o � Pand sup0�t�T (j�j2g(t) + �������t ����2g(t) + jr�j2g(t) + jrr�j2g(t)) � Q:Finally, de�ne � = �2 � �1 and�(t) := ��(t) := t� � � �for � > 0.5.3.2 The set V [�1;�2℄0We want to determine some properties implied by membership in V [�1;�2℄0 .Lemma 5.5. For any V 2 V [�1;�2℄0 and any positive integer m, there exist positiveonstants A1, A2, A3 depending on P and Q suh thatk��mLV k2 � mkm(�; �)k��m�1V k2 � A1kr(��mV )k2: (5.4)where km(�; �) := 12 �1� A2m (� + �)� A3m (� + �)2� :Proof. If V belongs to V�1;�20 , so does Z := ��mV , and��mLV = �Z � �Z�t �m��1Z:So ��mLV 2 = �Z�t 2 + 2m��Z� ; �Z�t ��� 2���z�t ;�Z��+ �Z �mZ� 2 : (5.5)We now proeed to bound the two potentially negative terms on the right-handside of (5.5) from below. Beginning with��t ���1 jZj2 d�� = ���1��Z�t ; Z�+ ��1b(Z;Z) + ��1B2 jZj2 � ����1Z��2� d�;



55and realling that Z 2 V�1;�10 , and j�(t)j � � + �, we may integrate to �nd2m��Z� ; �Z�t �� = m Z �2�1 ZMn �����1Z��2 � ��1�b(Z;Z) + B2 jZj2�� d� dt� m (1� A0(� + �))��1Z2 ; (5.6)for some positive onstant A0 = A0(P; n).For the third term in (5.5), we �rst omputera �gikgjl�Zij�t �abrbZkl�= gijgkl�ra�Zij�t �abrbZkl + �Zij�t ra�abrbZkl + �Zij�t �Zkl� ;whih, after an integration over Mn, yields� 2 ZMn ��Z�t ;�Z� d� = ZMn 2gikgjl �ra�Zij�t �abrbZkl + �Zij�t ra�abrbZkl� d�= 2 ZMn gikgjl � ��t (raZij) �abrbZkl + �Zij�t ra�abrbZkl+�ra ��t � ��tra�Zij�abrbZkl� d�= ddt ZMn �ab hraZ;rbZi d�+ ZMn �2gikgjl��ra ��t � ��tra�Zij�abrbZkl + �Zij�t ra�abrbZkl���abb(raZ;rbZ)� �B2 �ab + ��ab�t � hraZ;rbZi� d�: (5.7)Now, �ra ��t � ��tra�Zij = � ��t�pai�Zpj + � ��t�paj�Zipand ���� ��t�kij���� � 3 jribjkjso there is a onstant A00 = A00(P;Q; n) suh that2gikgjl�ra ��t � ��tra�Zij�abrbZkl � �A00 �jZj2 + jrZj2�



56and ��abb(raZ;rbZ)� �B2 �ab + ��ab�t � hraZ;rbZi � �A00 jrZj2 :Likewise, there is a onstant A000 = A000(Q; n) suh that for all Æ > 02ra�ab��Z�t ;rbZ� � �A000 Æ �����Z�t ����2 + 1Æ jrZj2! :With these estimates, integrating (5.7) over the interval [�1; �2℄ yields�2���Z�t ;�Z�� � �A00kZk2 � �2A00 + A000Æ � krZk2 � ÆA000 �Z�t 2 : (5.8)Hene (5.5), using (5.6) and (5.8), beomesk��mLV k2 � (1� Æ1A000) �Z�t 2 � �2A00 + A000Æ � krZk2� A00 kZk2 +m (1� A0(� + �))��1Z2 :Choosing Æ = Æ(P;Q; n) = (A000)�1, taking A1 := 2A00+(A000)2, A2 := A0, A3 := A00,and using kZk2 � k��m�1V k2 (� + �)2, we arrive at (5.4).Lemma 5.6. There exist positive onstants �0, �0, m0, depending only on n, P ,Q, and a1 suh that if 0 � �1 < �2 � T , � := �2 � �1 < �, V 2 V�1;�20 , m � m0,� � �0 and 0 < � � �0, then�m ��m2 � ��m�1V 2 + 12 ��mV 2 (5.9)where�m := �m(�; �) := 2a1 �1 + a1 + A4(�+ �)2m + A5(�+ �) + A6(�+ �)2� (5.10)for some onstants A4, A5, and A6 depending on P , Q, and n.Proof. As in [54℄, we begin with the identity� 

��m�1V; ��m+1LV �� = ����2mV; �V�t ��� 

��2mV;�V �� : (5.11)



57Now,��t �
��2mV; V � d��= �2��2m��V�t ; V�� 2m��2m�1 jV j2 + ��2mb(V; V ) + ��2mB2 jV j2� d�;whih, upon integration over spae and time, beomes�����2mV; �V�t �� =12 Z �2�1 ZMn ��2m �B2 jrV j+ b(V; V )� d� dt�m 

��2m�1V; V ��� �m(� + �) + A0(� + �)2� ��m�1V 2 (5.12)for some A0 = A0(P; n) > 0. Also,ra ��ab 
��2mV;rbV ��= h��2mV;�V i+ ��2mra�ab hV;rbV i+ ��2m�ab hraV;rbV i :(5.13)There is a onstant A00 depending on Q and n suh that for all Æ > 0, we have theestimate ��2mra�ab hV;rbV i � A00 �1Æ ����mV ��2 + Æ ��r(��mV )��2� ;so, integrating and using (5.3), equation (5.13) beomes� 

��2mV;�V �� � a1 krV k2 + Z �2�1 ZMn ��2mra�ab hV;rbV i d�� �A00Æ ��1V 2 + (a1 � ÆA00) r(��mV )2Now hoose Æ = a1=(2A00), and put A000 = A00=Æ, to obtain� 

��2mV;�V �� � �A000(� + �)2 ��mV 2 + a12 r(��mV )2 : (5.14)De�ning A0000 := A0 + A000, and returning to (5.11) with (5.12) and (5.14) inhand, we �nd12 ��m�1V 2 + 12 r��m+1LV 2 � � 

��m�1V; ��m+1LV ��� � �m(� + �) + A0000(� + �)2� ��m�1V 2 + a12 r(��mV )2 ;



58or hm(�; �) ��m�1V 2 + ��m+1LV 2 � a1 r(��mV )2 (5.15)where hm(�; �) := 1 + 2m(� + �) + 2A0000(� + �)2:By Lemma 5.5, for all m 2 N , we knowmkm(�; �) ��m�1V 2 � ��mLV 2 + A4 r(��mV )2where km := (1=2)(1� (A1=m)(� + �)� (A2=m)(� + �)2). With (5.15), this implieshmmkm r(��mV )2 + � hmmkm + (� + �)2���mLV 2 � a1 r(��mV )2 : (5.16)First assume �0, �0 are small enough to ensure1� A1(�0 + �0) + A2(�0 + �0)2 > 12 : (5.17)Then, for all 0 < � � � � �0, 0 < � � �0. and all m, we havekm(�0; �0) = 12(1� A1m (� + �)� A2m (� + �)2) > 14 :Next hoose m0, and derease �0, �0 if neessary to ensure4m0hm0(�0; �0) = 4m0 �1 + 2m0(�0+) + 2A0000(�0 + �0)2� � a12 :Then for all m � m0, 0 < � � � � �0, � < �0, (5.16) givesr(��mV )2 � 2a1 � 4mhm(�; �) + (�+ �)2���mLV 2 : (5.18)By Lemma 5.5 (realling (5.17)), we may estimate again that (for m � m0)��m�1V 2 � 2m ��mLV 2 + 2A3m r(��mV )2 :Feeding this bak into (5.18), we have��mV 2 + �1� 2A3m �r(��mV )2 �2a1 � 1a1 + 4mhm(�; �)(�+ �) + (�+ �)2���mLV 2Choosing m0 larger still to ensure 1� A3=m > 1=2, we obtain at last (5.9) for allm � m0, 0 < � � � � �0 � T , 0 < � � �0.



595.3.3 Proof of Theorem 5.4Armed with the estimates of the previous setion, we return our attention toour primary objetive.Proof of Theorem 5.4. We may assume (inreasing m0 and dereasing �0 and �0 ifneessary) that (�+ �)2�m1 � 12 and �m2 � 12 : (5.19)Then hoose � � �0, � < �0. We may also assume that T � �, sine by applyingthe argument suessively to [T � �; T ℄, [T � 2�; T � �℄, et., we an show X � 0on all of [0; T ℄. With this assumption in mind, hoose 0 � �1 < �2 < T . Let� 2 C1(R) be suh that �(t) = 0 for t � �1 and �(t) = 1 for t � �2. ThenV = �X 2 V0;T0 and�m ��mLV 2 = �m Z �2�1 ZMn ����mLV ��2 d� dt+ �m Z T�2 ZMn ����mLX��2 d� dtUsing Lemma 5.6, for m � m0, we have�m Z �2�1 ZMn ����mLV ��2 d� dt+ �m Z T�2 ZMn ����mLX��2 d� dt� ��m�1V 2 + 12 r(��mV 2� Z T�2 ZMn ����m�1X��2 d� dt+ 12 Z T�2 ZMn ��2m jrXj2 d� dt; (5.20)and by (5.2) and (5.19), we have�m Z T�2 ZMn ����mLV ��2 d� dt� �m1(�+ �)2 Z T�2 ZMn j��mXj2 d�dt+ �m2 Z T�2 ZMn ��2m jrXj2 d� dt� 12 Z T�2 ZMn j��mXj2 d�dt+ Z T�2 ZMn ��2m jrXj2 d� dt:Combining this with (5.20), we have2�m Z �2�1 ZMn ����mLV ��2 d� dt � Z T�2 ZMn ����m�1X��2 d� dt:



60Choosing �3 2 (�2; T ), we have therefore that2�m(T + � � �2)�m Z �2�1 ZMn jLV j2 d� dt � (T + � � �3)�m�1 Z T�3 ZMn jXj2 d� dt:Sine �m does not inrease as m inreases, by taking m suÆiently large, theabove inequality leads to a ontradition unlessZ T�3 ZMn jXj2 d� dt = 0:As we may take �3 as lose as we like to �2, and we may take �2 as lose as we liketo 0, we onlude that X � 0 on Mn � [0; T ℄.5.4 Appliations5.4.1 Unique-ontinuation for the K�ahler-Rii owIf the initial metri of a solution to the Rii ow on M2n is K�ahler, both theK�ahler ondition and the omplex struture are preserved by the equation, andthe ow is known as the K�ahler-Rii ow. We will onsider exlusively the asein whih the K�ahler lass ! of the metri g is a real multiple of the �rst Chernlass � on a ompat manifold Mn, in whih ase we have[!g℄ = rn [�℄ where r = RMn Rd�RMn d� : (5.21)In this ase, it is most natural to onsider the normalized K�ahler-Rii ow equa-tion ��tg��� = �R��� + rng���: (5.22)Under the normalized ow, the K�ahler lass, volume, and average salar ur-vature of a solution are independent of time. Moreover, by ohomologial onsid-erations, we may redue the study of the ow to the study of the properties ofa ertain paraboli Monge-Ampere equation. Our basi referene is [22℄, though,with an eye toward the eventual proof of Theorem 5.1, we onsider an expressionof the in terms of the metri at the terminal, rather than the initial, time.We �rst reall the following standard result (f., e.g., [22℄ or [71℄).



61Lemma 5.7 (�� - Lemma ). If a is a d-exat real (1; 1)-form on a losed K�ahlermanifold M2n, then there exists a real-valued funtion � suh thatr�r��� = �2��z��z �� = a���:Now onsider a solution g(t) to (5.22) on the losed manifoldM2n for t 2 [0; T ℄satisfying (5.21) at t = T (hene all t). By Lemma 5.7, there exists a real-valuedfuntion f suh that r�r��f = R��� � rng���:Likewise, sine the K�ahler lass of eg is onstant, there exists a real valued funtionu = u(�; t) suh that g���(t) = g���(T ) +r�r��u(t)for t 2 [0; T ℄. Realling the loal formula for the Rii urvature on a K�ahlermanifold R��� = � �2�z��z �� log det(g��);we determine that the evolution of u satis�esr�r�� ��tu = � ��t (g���(t)� g���(T ))= �R���(t) + rng���(t)= r�r�� log det(g���(T ) +r�r��u(t)) + rng���(T ) + rnr�r��u(t)= r�r�� log det(g���(T ) +r�r��u(t)) +R��� +r�r��f + rnr�r��u(t)= r�r�� �log�det(g���(T ) +r�r��u(t))det(g���(T )) �+ rnu(t) + f� :Thus, sine M2n is ompat, we may write�u�t = log�det(g���(T ) +r�r��u)det(g���(T )) � + rnu+ f +  (5.23)for some funtion  = (t) of time only. Hene the potential whih determinesg���(t) solves a paraboli Monge-Ampere type equation, and to prove the bakwardsuniqueness theorem for solutions to (5.22) in this ategory amounts to onsideringthe equation satis�ed by the di�erene of two suh potentials.



62Proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose g, eg, and h are as in the statement of the theorem.We may hoose f to satisfyr�r��f = �R���(T ) + rng���(T )and onsider the potentials u and ~u solving (5.23) for g and eg, respetively. Notethat f and r are the same for both, as g(T ) = eg(T ) = h. Thus, setting ' := u� ~u,we have ��t' = log�det(h��� +r�r��u)det(h��� +r�r��~u)� + rn'+ � ~: (5.24)To simplify the expression we employ a trik used by Fan [32℄ (that we learnedfrom [58℄) in a proof of (forwards) uniqueness. Essentially, we just linearize thelogarithm of the determinant:log�det(h��� +r�r��u)det(h��� +r�r��~u)� = Z 10 dds log det �sg��� + (1� s)eg���� ds= �Z 10 �g���s ds�r�r��':= ����r�r��'where in the penultimate line, we used �g���s to denote the inverse of the metri�gs = sg + (1� s)eg. Note that the operator ����r�r�� is ellipti, so that the onlymatter left to attend to is the term � ~. For this we de�ne�(t) = e rtn Z Tt e� r�n ((�)� ~(�)) d�and put b' = �+ �. Then b'(�; T ) � 0 and��t b' = ����r�r�� b'+ rn b';so Theorem 5.4 implies e'(�; t) � 0 on all of [0; T ℄. Thus u and ~u di�er at most bya funtion of time, and g and eg must agree identially on [0; T ℄.5.4.2 Solutions whih beome Einstein in �nite timeHere we reall the Einstein equationRij = �gij (5.25)



63for some � 2 R . In his 1982 paper, [38℄, Hamilton showed that a solution tothe (normalized) Rii ow with positive Rii urvature onverges exponentiallyfast to a metri of onstant positive setional urvature. By analogy with theasymptoti behavior of solutions to the heat equation, one might onjeture thatin fat the rate of onvergene is preisely { that is, no faster than { exponential.Theorem 5.2, whose proof we present next, in a sense provides a oarse upper boundon the rate of onvergene in that it prohibits a solution of either the normalizedor unnormalized ow from attaining its limit in a �nite time.The proof is simple{ nearly a diret onsequene of the evolution equation ofthe Rii tensor, ��tRij = �Rij + 2gpqgrsRpijrRqs � 2gpqRipRqj (5.26)(f., e.g., [20℄). In fat, for the ase � = 0, using that we have a smooth solutionon a ompat manifold, Theorem 5.4 may be applied diretly to (5.26), estimatingthe norms of the terms of the form R � Rm and R � R above by CjRj, for Cdepending on supMn�[0;T ℄ jRmj. In the general ase, we argue as follows.Proof of Theorem 5.2. Suppose g and � are as in the statement of the theorem.De�ne Bij := Rij � �(t)gijwhere �(t) solves d�dt = �2�2 with �(t0) = �. So �(t) � 0 if � = 0 and�(t) = �1� 2�(t� t0)otherwise. It is easily heked that �g(t) = (1�2�(t� t0))g(t0) is both Einstein anda solution to the Rii ow for as long as 1 � 2�(t � t0) > 0. Thus by forwards-uniqueness, it follows that g(t) = �g is Einstein for all t 2 (t0;
). If t0 = A, theproof is omplete. Otherwise puttk = 8<:A if � � 0 or t0 � A > �1=2�t0 + 1=2�+ 1k otherwisewhere k = 0; 1; 2; : : :.



64Then � and g(t) are well-de�ned in eah [tk; t0℄. and we ompute, using (5.26),that ��tTij = ��tRij � �0gij � 2�Rij= �Rij + 2gpqgrsRpijrRqs � 2gpqRipRqj + 2�2gij � 2�Rij= �Tij + 2gpqgrsRpijrTqs � 2gpqRipTqj:Choosing M so that jRmj � M on Mn � [A;
℄, we have����� ��t ��� Tij����2g � C jTijj2gfor some C = C(n;M), so that we may apply Theorem 5.4 to onlude that T � 0in [tk; t0℄. If tk = A, we are done. Otherwise, sending k !1, we onlude that g(t)is Einstein with negative Einstein onstant � on (t0 + 1=2�; t0℄. But �(t) ! �1as t! t0 +1=2�, whih ontradits that g(t) was a smooth solution on [A;
℄.5.4.3 Unique ontinuation for the Rii-DeTurk owIn this setion, let �g denote an arbitrary �xed metri, and �r its Levi-Civitaonnetion. Reall that a metri g evolving aording to the Rii-DeTurk owsatis�es ��tgij = �2Rij +riWj +rjWi (5.27)where Wj := gjkgpq ��kpq � �kpq�. In loal oordinates, a omputation (see e.g., [11℄or [21℄, Lemma 7.50) showsLemma 5.8.��tgij = gpqrprqgij � gpqgik�gklRjplq � gpqgjk�gklRiplq+ gpqgkl�12rigkprpglq +rpgjkrlgiq �rpgjkrqgil�� gpqgkl �rjgkprqgil +rigkprqgjl� (5.28)From (5.28), it is lear that the Rii-DeTurk ow is stritly paraboli. Theonly obstale to applying Theorem 5.4 is the non-linearity of the equation aused



65by the presene of g in the highest order term. We will verify that the di�erene oftwo solutions nevertheless satis�es the appropriate paraboli inequality. To handlethe highest order term, note that we have the following simple estimate��gpqrprqg � egpqrprqeg � gpqrprq(g � eg)���g� ��g�1 � eg�1���g ��rprqeg���g (5.29)� jg � egj�g ��g�1���g ��eg�1���g ��rprqeg���gwhere in the last line, we usedgpq � egpq = �gpkegql (gkl � egkl) : (5.30)Now we turn to theProof of Theorem 5.3. Suppose g(t) and eg(t) are solutions on Mn � [0; T ℄ to theRii-DeTurk ow with bakground metri �g that agree at t = T . Put Aij =gij � egij. It is straightforward, but tedious, to ompute the evolution of A, and forthe details, the reader is enouraged to onsult [11℄ or [22℄. Here we merely reordthe result, whih, grouping terms and making use of (5.29) and (5.30), is��tAij = gklrkrlAij � gkpeglqApqrkrlegij� �gpq �egklAip � gipgkreglsArs�Rjkql� �gpq �egklAjp � gjpgkreglsArs�Rikql� 12 �gkreglsgpqArs + egjlgpregqsArs�Bipkjql+ 12egklegpq �riApkrjgql +riegpqrjAql+ 2 �rkAjprqgil +rkegjprqAil�� 2 �rkAjprlgiq +rkegjprAiq�� 2 �rjApkrlgiq +rjegpkrlAiq�� 2 �riApkrlgjq +riegpkrlAjq�	
(5.31)

where Bipkjql := rigpkrjgql + 2rkgjprqgil � 2rkrlgiq� 2rjgpqrlgiq � 2rigpkrlgjq:



66Sine g(t) and eg(t) are smooth solutions and Mn is ompat, there exist onstants1 and 2 depending on n, and the maximum of the �g-norms of Rm, g, eg, g�1, g�1,rg, reg, and rreg on Mn � [0; T ℄, suh that����� ��t � gijrirj�A����2�g � 1 jAj2�g + 2 ��rA��2�g ; (5.32)whene the result follows from Theorem 5.4.Of ourse, we expet that the results of this hapter have extensions to non-ompat manifolds for solutions satisfying appropriate growth onditions. In par-tiular, the general result for the Rii ow should hold under at least the assump-tion of bounded urvature. The last result in partiular also raises some relatedquestions.Question. What analytiity properties do solutions to the Rii ow possess inthe time variable?(Note that it is a result of Bando [5℄ that solutions to the Rii ow are analytiin geodesi oordinates [in the spae variables℄ for eah post-initial time t.)Question. Denote by Og the orbit of g under Di�(Mn). Given a solution g(t)on [0; T ℄ of the Rii-DeTurk ow (1.3) for a �xed bakground metri �g, an onedesribe the image of Og(0) under the \time-T" Rii-DeTurk ow operator?It is easy to see that the time-T Rii-DeTurk ow will map Og(0) one-to-oneonto some subset of Og(T ). If this subset were the entire orbitOg(T ), the bakwards-uniqueness of the Rii ow would follow at one from that of the Rii-DeTurkow.



6 Harnak inequalitiesfor evolving hypersurfaesvia a spae-time approah
The basi objets of our onsideration in this hapter will be the di�erentialHarnak estimates of Andrews [3℄, Chow [14℄, and Hamilton [46℄, whose state-ments we reviewed in Setion 2.2.3. Our �rst aim is to modify the spae-timeonstrution of Chow and Chu [17℄ to obtain a realization of the entire Harnakquantity as the seond fundamental form eh of an appropriate degenerate immer-sion eX of the spae-time trak Mn � (0; T ) into Rn+1 � R . The Harnak esti-mates then may be expressed in terms of the the positivity (or negativity) of eh onT (Mn � (0; T )). We also exhibit a onnetion on this spae-time with respet towhih this seond-fundamental form satis�es the Codazzi equations and is ompat-ible with the degenerate metri on T �(Mn � (0; T )) assoiated to the immersion.Along a ertain spae-time trajetory, the seond fundamental form satis�es anevolution-type equation whih has a onvenient expression in terms of this on-netion, and whih is amenable to a generalized tensor maximum priniple. Weuse this latter observation to show that the Harnak inequalities may in fat beproven from within this framework, and as an appliation provide a new proof ofHamilton's estimate for the mean urvature ow. Our tehnique is in partiularguided by that in [19℄.
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686.1 PreliminariesOur general setting will be that of Setion 2.2.2: Mn will denote a smoothn-dimensional manifold and will assume that we have a one-parameter family ofsmooth embeddings X :Mn � [0; T )! Rn+1 solving the isotropi equation��tX(x; t) = �F (W (x; t))�(x; t); (6.1)where W is the Weingarten map W : TMn � [0; T )! TMn, � is a hoie of unitnormal, and F is a smooth, symmetri funtion of the eigenvalues of W .We will restrit our attention to solutions Xt whih are stritly onvex andto speed funtions F for whih the system (6.1) is stritly paraboli. This latterrestrition is equivalent to the ondition _FW [B℄ > 0 for all B 2 �+ or _F klBkl > 0for all B 2 S2+(TMn).We will hiey be interested in the ase when F is homogeneous of some degree�, that is, F (�W ) = ��F (W )for all � > 0. With suh an assumption of homogeneity, equation (6.1) is invariantunder dilations of Eulidean spae { an invariane whih is rather fundamental tothe interpretation of the Harnak inequalities we are after as our onstrution isinspired by solutions whih evolve by pure saling. For now, we reall a standardfat about homogeneous funtions.Lemma 6.1. Suppose F is homogeneous of degree �. Then_FW [W ℄ = �F (W ):6.2 Solitons and the modi�ed owTo motivate what follows, we begin by onsidering a speial lass of solutionsto the ow (6.1) whih evolve by pure saling about the origin (f., Ch. 2 of [27℄).Up to tangential di�eomorphism, this phenomenon may be desribed by��tX(x; t) = �(t)X(x; t0) (6.2)



69for some t0 2 [0; T ) and smooth �. Let us suppose, for the time being, that ourfuntions F are homogeneous of degree � 6= �1 in the prinipal urvatures. Thenif ~X = X, we have fW = �1W and ~F = ��F . Di�erentiating (6.2) leads to theidentity�0(t) (X(x; t0))? = �F (W (x; t))�(x; t) = ��(t)��F (W (x; t0))�(x; t0);from whih we dedue that (��+1)0 = onst. After we impose the ondition �(t0) =1, we have �(x; t) = �+1p(�(t� t0) + 1for some onstant �. The solution is alled an expanding soliton if � > 0 and ashrinking soliton if � < 0. The Harnak inequalities of Hamilton for the Rii andmean urvature ows ([42℄, [46℄), and of Chow for the Gauss urvature ow [14℄are modeled on expanding solitons whih emanate from a one at time t = 0. Forsuh solutions we have � = 1 and t0 = 1, giving rise to equations of the formX(x; t) = t 1�+1X(x; 1): (6.3)In [19℄, Chow and Knopf onsider the transformation8<:�g(t) = t�1g(t)�t = log t (6.4)whih takes expanding solitons for the Rii ow into steady solitons. When ap-plied to arbitrary solutions of the Rii ow, the transformation yields solutionsto the Rii Flow with osmologial onstant � = 1=2, that is, to a solution of���t �gij = �2�Rij + 12�gij� : (6.5)In the hypersurfae ase, given an expanding soliton of the form (6.3), theanalogous transformation is8<:X(x; t) = t �1�+1X(x; t)�t = log t: (6.6)



70Under this transformation, expanding solitons evolve only by tangential di�eomor-phisms, and general solutions will satisfy���tX = �F� � 1� + 1X (6.7)for all (x; �t) 2 Mn � (�1; logT ).These observations lead us to onsider the equation���tX = �F� + �X (6.8)on Mn � I for some interval I, general F , and smooth funtions �(�t). Given itssimilarity to (6.5), we shall all (6.8) the F -ow with osmologial onstant �, orsimply the modi�ed ow.6.3 Evolution equations for the modi�ed owWe now derive some onsequenes of equation (6.8). Under our assumptionson F , the operator � + _F ijrirj is ellipti, and routine omputations yield thefollowing generalizations of the equations in Setion 2.2.Lemma 6.2. Under equation (6.8), the metri, normal, seond fundamental form,Weingarten map, and speed funtion evolve aording to the following equations���t�gij = �2F �hij + 2��gij (6.9)���t� = rF (6.10)���t�hij = rirjF � F �hpi �hpj + ��hij= ��hij + �F pq;rsri�hpqrj�hrs + � _F hW 2i+ �� �hij� �F + _F �W �� �hpi �hpj +Kij (6.11)���t�hij = rirjF + F�hip�hpj � ��hij (6.12)���tF = �F + _F pq �F �hrp�hrq � ��hpq� (6.13)



71where Kij + _F pq�grs ��hip�hqr�hsj � �hir�hps�hpj� = �hip �h _F ;Wi�pq �hqj :Example 6.3. For the mean urvature ow, _F ij = �gij, �F pq;rs = 0, and Kij = 0,and so the seond fundamental form and mean urvature evolve by the equations���t�hij = ��hij � 2H�hpi �hpj + �j�hpqj2 + �� �hij (6.14)���tH = �H + �j�hpqj2 � ��H: (6.15)For our purposes later, we will also need the following ommutator identities.Lemma 6.4. Under equation (6.8), we have� ���t��� ���t�F = �F �rrF; ���tW�+ 2F _F ik�hjkrirjF � 2�F+ 2 _F ij�hkjriFrkF + �F � _F pq�hpq� jrF j2 (6.16)�ri���ri�F = �F ��g�rrF;riW �+ F pq ��hip�hrqrrF � �hpq�hrirrF� (6.17)6.4 The spae-time seond fundamental form6.4.1 A family of immersions of spae-timeWe now onsider the immersion of the spae-time of a solution to the modi�edow into a larger spae. Following [17℄, for any N > 0, equip Rn+1 � R with themetri gE;N + gRn+1 + Nds2. De�ne fM + Mn � I and eX : fM ! Rn+1 � R byeX(x; �t) + �X(x; �t); �(�t)� where � is a smooth funtion to be determined later. Theimage of fM under eX is a hypersurfae in Rn+1 � R ; we will onsider now theexpression of a few geometri quantities on the hypersurfae in loal oordinates.First the pull-bak of gE;N via the map eX de�nes a metri on fM, whih we willdenote by egN . egN = 8>>>><>>>>:(egN)00 = F 2 + 2��sF + �2�� +N (�0)2(egN)0i = 12� ����xi(egN)ij = �gij (6.18)



72where �s = � 
�;X�Rn+1 is the support funtion and �� = 
X;X�Rn+1 the squarednorm of the position vetor.It is also easily heked that the following is a hoie of unit normal to thehypersurfae with respet to metri gE;N .e�N + �N(x; t)��; F + ��sN�0 � (6.19)where the normalizing fator, �N is given by�N + pN�0qN (�0)2 + �F + ��s�2 :The seond fundamental form to the hypersurfae may then be omputed a-ording to the usual formula.�ehN��� = �� �2X�x��x� ; e�N�gE;N= 8>>>><>>>>:�ehN�00 = �N � � ���tF + ��� �00�0 �F + ��0 + �2 � ��00�0 � �s��ehN�0i = �N �F�xi�ehN�ij = �N�hij (6.20)
To eliminate the term involving the support funtion �s in �ehN�00, we nowhoose � to solve �0 + �2 � ��00�0 = 0; (6.21)and write � + �� (�00=�0). so that�ehN�00 = �N � � ���tF + �F� :Write A = F 2�2�sF +�2��, so that (egN)00 = A+N (�0)2. Then the expressionof the inverse of the metri egN in oordinates iseg��N = 8>>>><>>>>:eg00N = 1A� 14 jr��j2�g+N(�0)2eg0iN = ��2 ri ��A� 14 jr��j2�g+N(�0)2egijN = �gij + �24 ri��rj ��A� 14 jr��j2�g+N(�0)2 (6.22)



736.4.2 A degenerate spae-time metriOur interest is in the value of these quantities as N !1. Clearly limN!1 egNis not well-de�ned, buteg�� + limN!1eg��N = ( 0 if � = 0 or � = 0g�� if 1 � � , � � n (6.23)de�nes a degenerate metri on T �fM. With an eye toward future alulations weobserve that (egN)00 = 1N (�0)�2 +O� 1N2� (6.24)(egN)0i = � 1N � �ri�2 +O� 1N2� : (6.25)Similarly, noting that limN!1 �N = 1, we de�ne the spae-time normal, e�, andspae-time seond fundamental form, eh, bye� + limN!1 e�N = (�; 0) (6.26)and eh�� + limN!1�ehN��� = 8>>>><>>>>:eh00 = ���tF + �Feh0i = riFehij = �hij: (6.27)
6.4.3 A spae-time onnetionThe limit of the Levi-Civita onnetions erN for the metris egN provides aompatible onnetion to aompany the degenerate metri eg��.Theorem 6.5. The limit of the onnetions erN , er, given in oordinates bye��� = limN!1�e�N��� (6.28)de�nes a torsion-free onnetion that is ompatible with the metri eg�� de�ned by(6.23), in the sense that er�eg� = 0 for all 0 � �; �;  � n. Moreover, with thisonnetion, the spae-time seond fundamental form satis�es the Codazzi equations:er�eh� = er�eh� (6.29)



74Its omponents are e�000 = �00�0 (6.30)e�0�i = 0 (6.31)e�k00 = �FrkF (6.32)e�ki0 = �F �hik + �Æik (6.33)e�kij = �kij: (6.34)Proof. Sine er is the limit of the Levi-Civita onnetions for the metris egN , itwill be neessarily torsion-free and ompatible with eg. Similarly, (6.29) will holdin the limit sine �erN�� �ehN�� = �erN�� �ehN��for all N .As for the omponents of er, �rst observe that��x� (egN)� = ( 2N�0�00 +O(1) if � = � =  = 0O(1) otherwise. (6.35)Equations (6.31) and (6.34) then follow easily from this observation and thestandard formula for the Christo�el symbolse��� = limN!1 12 (egN)Æ � ��x� (egN)�Æ + ��x� (egN)�Æ � ��xÆ (egN)��� : (6.36)For equation (6.30), we ompute�e�N�000 = 12 (egN)00� ���t (egN)00� + 12 (egN)0i�2 ���t (egN)0i � ��xi (egN)00�= �00�0 +O� 1N� :and for (6.33),�e�N�ki0 = 12 (egN)mk � ���t (egN)im�+ 12 (egN)0i +O� 1N�= �F �hki + �Æki +O� 1N� :



75Lastly, we onsider (6.32). Observe thatrk�s = ��gpk� ��xp �;X�Rn+1 = �12�hkprp��; (6.37)and ���trm�� = 2 ���t � �X�xm ; X�Rn+1= 2�� �F�xm � � F �hkm �X�xk + � �X�xm ; X�Rn+1+ 2� �X�xm ;�F� + � �X�xm�Rn+1= 2�srmF � F �hmkrk ��+ 2�rm��:So�e�N�k00 =12 (egN)0k � ���t (egN)00�+ 12 (egN)mk � ���t (2egN)0m � ��xm (egN)00�=12 ��0 � ��00�0 � ���trk��+ �2 �gmk � ���trm���rm �F 2 + 2��sF�2����+O� 1N�=12 ��2 + �0 � ��00�0 �rk��� FrkF +O� 1N�=� FrkF +O� 1N�where the last line follows from our requirement on �, (6.21).6.5 The Harnak quantity as seond fundamen-tal formConsider again our original family of immersions X(x; t) and suppose that ourspeed funtion is homogeneous of � 6= 1. Via the transformation (6.6) we generatea solution X(x; �t) to (6.8) for �t 2 (�1; logT ) with� = � 1� + 1 :



76For the immersion (X; �(�t)), reall that we determined that � should satisfy�0 + �2 � ��00�0 = 0;and it is onvenient to take �(�t) = 1 + (sgn�)e��t. Then � = 0, F = t ��+1F , andeh�� = 8>>>><>>>>:eh00 = t 2�+1�+1 ��F�t + � ��+1� Ft �eh0i = t ��+1 �F�xiehij = t �1�+1 �hij: (6.38)Given a vetor V 2 Tx(Mn), de�ne eV 2 T(x;�t)fM byeV + ��t + V k ��xk = e��t ���t + V k ��xkand observe thate 1�+1 �teh(eV ; eV ) = �F�t + 2g(rF; V ) + h(V; V ) + � ��+ 1� Ft : (6.39)Thus, in light of Andrews's result,Theorem 2.4, we have the following orrespon-dene.Theorem 6.6. Suppose X : Mn � (0; T ) ! Rn+1 solves (6.1) where F = F (W )is homogeneous of degree � 6= �1, and let eh be the assoiated spae-time seondfundamental form of (6.38). Then, the satisfation of an Andrews's-type Harnakinequality is equivalent to the positivity (negativity) of eh as a quadrati form onT (fM). In partiular, when � > �1 and F � is ��-onave, eh is weakly-positive,and when � < �1 and F � is ��-onvex, eh is weakly-negative.We will explore this orrespondene further in the sequel. In Setion 6.6 we willonsider Andrews's theorem from the spaetime perspetive and indiate the on-netion between his proof and the evolution equation satis�ed by the minimizingvetor �eld for eh. In Setion 6.7, we will show that the mahinery thus developedan be used to provide new proofs of these Harnak inequalities. For this latterappliation, we will need some further information about eh.



776.5.1 An evolution-type equation for the spae-time seondfundamental formWe now ompute the derivatives of eh with respet to the onnetion de�nedin the previous setion. For the time being, we work with a spae-time geometryobtained from a general solution X to the modi�ed ow and do not assume thatF has any homogeneity properties. Our goal is to prove the followingTheorem 6.7. Suppose X evolves aording to (6.8) with � = (onst), and � =�00=�0 � � = 0. Thener0eh�� = e�eh�� + �F pq;rs er�ehpq er�ehrs + �F � _F �W �� egpqeh�pehq�+ � _F hW 2i� ��eh�� + L��: (6.40)where e� + _F klrkrl and L�� = eh�p � _F pr�hqr � �hpr _F rq�ehq�Note the resemblane between (6.40) and the evolution equation (6.11) satis�edby the seond fundamental form �h assoiated to X.Remark 6.8. Reall from Lemma 6.1 that when F is homogeneous of degree �,F [W ℄ = �F , and thus for ows homogeneous of degree one, the third term on theright-hand side of (6.40) vanishes identially. In partiular, for the mean urvatureow, (6.40) takes the partiularly simple former0eh�� = e�eh�� + ����ehÆ���2
eg � ��eh�� = e�eh�� + ����hij��2�g � ��eh��: (6.41)The proof of Proposition 6.7 is a lengthy, but straightforward omputation. Wewill need to make use of the following identitites.



78Lemma 6.9. Under the ow (6.8), we have� ���t ��� �F��t = �F � ���tW ; ���tW�+ � _F hW 2i� �� �F��t + �F � _F �W �� ��rF ��2�g+ 2F 2 _F hW 3i+ 2 _F a�hb �2FrbraF +rbFraF�� 2���F + F _F hW 2i�� �0 _F �W � : (6.42)� ���t ���riF = �F � ���tW ; �W�xi �+ � _F hW 2i� ��riF � _�F �W � �hpirpF+ _F ab�hia�hpbrpF + 2F _F ab�hpari�hbp: (6.43)Proof. By equations (6.13), (6.12), and (6.16), we have���t �F��t = ���t ��F + _F hFW 2 � �Wi�= ��F��t + �F ��g�rrF; ���tW�+ 2F _F ik�hjkrirjF � 2��F+ 2 _F ij�hkjriFrkF + �F � _F �W �� ��rF ��2 + �F��t _F hW 2i+ F �F �W 2 � �W; ���tW�+ 2F _F jk�hik �rirjF + F �hkj�hik � ��hij�� �0 _F �W �� ��F��t= ��F��t + �F ��g�rrF + FW 2 � �W; ���tW�+ � _F hW 2i� �� �F��t+ �F � _F �W �� ��rF ��2 + 2F _F jk�hik �2rirjF �riFrjF�+ 2F 2 _F hW 3i� 2���F + F hW 2i�� �0 _F �W � ; (6.44)
whih proves (6.42). For (6.43), we apply equations (6.17) and (6.12) to (6.13), to



79�nd��triF = ri�F��t= ri�F + �F hFW 2 � �W;riWi+ _F pq �riF�hkp�hkq + 2Fri�hpk�hkq � �ri�hpq�= �riF + �F h�g�rrF + FW 2 � �W;riWi+ � _F hW 2i� ��riF� _F �W � �hpirpF + 2F _F pqri�hpk�hkq + _F pq ��hip�hrqrrF � : (6.45)Lemma 6.10. The �rst ovariant derivative of eh with respet to er is given inoordinates by
ereh�� = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

er0eh00 = ���t �F��t + 2F ��rF ��2 + (3� � 2�)�F��t + (�0 + 2�� 2��)Fer0ehi0 = erieh00 = ri �F��t + 2F�hkirkF + (� � 2�)riFer0ehij = riehj0 = rirjF + F�hki �hkj � ��hijerkehij = rk�hij: (6.46)Proof. Straightforward from equations (6.30) to (6.34) and the spae-time Codazziequations (6.29).Lemma 6.11. In loal oordinates, e�eh is given bye�eh00 = ��F��t + 2 _F jk�hpjrpFrkF + 2F ��rF ��2 + 4F _F jk�hpjrprkF+ (� � 4�)�F + 2F 2 _F hW 3i� 4�F _F hW 2i+ 2�2 _F �W � (6.47)e�ehi0 = �riF + _F kl�hpi �hpkrlF + F �hpirpF + 2F _F kl�hpkri�hlp � 2�riF (6.48)e�ehij = ��hij (6.49)



80Proof. Using the previous lemma, we omputeerk erleh00 = rk �rl�F��t + 2F �hplrpF + (� � 2�)rlF�� 2e�pk0 erlehp0= rkrl�F��t + 2�hplrkFrpF + 2Frp�hklrpF + 2F �hplrprkF+ (� � 4�)rkrlF + 2F�hpkrprlF + 2F 2�hpk�hqp�hql� 4�F�hpk�hpl + 2�2�hkl: (6.50)
Traing the above with _F kl and simplifying yields (6.47). Similarly, one obtains(6.48) and (6.49).With the above results in hand, we may return to the proof of the main resultof this setion.Proof of Theorem 6.7. First, using (6.13), (6.46), (6.47), and (6.42), we omputeer0eh00 � e�eh00 = � ���t ��� �F��t � 2F _F kl�hpk �2rprlF +rpFrlF �� 2F 2 _F hW 3i+ 2���F + F _F hW 2i� + 3��F��t� ��F + (�0 + 2�2 � 2��)F= �F � ���tW; ���tW�+ �F � _F �W �� ��rF ��2+ � _F hW 2i� �+ 2��eh00 + �� � _F hW 2i� �� + �0�F� (�0 + ��) _F �W � : (6.51)



81Next, using (6.46), (6.48), and (6.43), we omputeer0ehi0 � e�ehi0 = � ���t ���riF + F �hpirpF + _F kl�hpk�hpirlF� 2F _F kl�hpkri�hlp + �riF= �F �riW; ���tW�+ �F � _F �W �� �hpirpF+ _F kl ��hpk�hilrp � �hpk�hpirpF �+ � _F hW 2i� �+ ��riF= �F �riW; ���tW�+ �F � _F �W ��ehiegÆehÆ0+ � _F hW 2i� �+ ��ehi0 + ehip � _F pq�hrq � �hpq _F qr�ehr0: (6.52)Finally, using (6.11), we omputeer0ehij � e�ehij = � ���t ��� �hij + 2F�hpi �hpj � 2��hij= �F �riW;rjW �+ � _F hW 2i� �� �hij+ �F � _F �W �� �hpi �hpj +Kij= �F �riW;rjW �+ � _F hW 2i� ��ehij+ �F � _F �W ��ehiegÆehÆj + ehip � _F pq�hrq � �hpq _F qr�ehrj: (6.53)Sine by (6.12) and (6.46),�gip� ���tW�pj = rirj + F �hpi �hpj � �hij = er0ehijand �gjpri�hpk = eriehjk;it follows that �F � ���tW ; ���tW� = �F pq;rs er0ehpq er0ehrs (6.54)�F � ���tW;riW� = �F pq;rs er0ehpq eriehrs (6.55)�F �riW; ���tW� = �F pq;rs eriehpq er0ehrs (6.56)�F �riW;rjW � = �F pq;rs eriehpq erjehrs: (6.57)



82Applying this observation and our assumption � = 0 to the preeding identitiesompletes the proof.6.6 Andrews's theorem from the spae-time per-spetiveIn the ase that the speed F is homogeneous of degree �, we have alreadyobserved (f. Theorem 6.6), that the satisfation of a Harnak-type inequality ofthe form of (1) and (3) of Theorem 2.4 is equivalent to the weak positivity ofthe quadrati form eh on the spae-time tangent bundle. Here we examine thatorrespondene a bit more losely.In the paper [3℄, Andrews onsiders the reparametrization of the ow by theinverse of the Gauss map. E�etively this amounts to modifying the ow by adi�eomorphism ' of Mn as disussed in Setion 2.2; his parametrization has theform �Y�t (z; t) = �F ('t(z); t)�('t(z); t)� dX('t(z);t)T (z; t) (6.58)where 't(z) = ��1t (z) and T = (d�('t(z);t))�1rF ('t(z); t), i.e, T j = (h�1)ijriF .Andrews demonstrates that, under this reparametrization, the entire right-handside may be represented in terms of the support funtion of the hypersurfae.Although here we are only interested in the relationship between his and the stan-dard parametrization, one may onsult the next hapter for the appliation of histehnique to the very similar situation of spae-like hypersurfaes in Minkowskispae. For the proof of parts (1) and (3) of his theorem, he onsiders the evolutionequation satis�ed by the quantityR = t ��t�(z; t) + ��� 1�(z; t)Here, �(z; t) = �F ('t(z; t)) = F �(W�1(z; t)), so � = �� and, in terms of theusual parametrization, using equation (2.10) together with the above desriptionof T , we see thatR('�1t (x); t) = �t��F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF + �F�+ 1� :



83On the other hand, note that when X (hene X) is onvex, eh is minimized bya vetor �eld of the form eV = ���t � (�h�1)ijriF ��xjin whih ase Z := eh(eV ; eV ) = �F��t � (�h�1)ijriFrjF :Traing through the saling of the various quantities involved, we have�F��t = t ��t �t ��+1F� = t ��+1 �t�F�t + �F� + 1�and (�h�1)ijriFrjF = t 2�+1�+1 �(h�1)ijriFrjF � :Thus Z = t ��+1 �t��F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF�+ �F�+ 1�= �t ��+1R('�1t (x); t);so that the quantity R onsidered in Andrews's argument has a very natural inter-pretation from the spae-time perspetive. Of ourse, it is now lear that a proofof the weak-positivity of eh via onsideration of the minimizer redues to Andrews'sargument when X is onvex. For referene, we note, however, that one may om-pute (either diretly from the equations (6.9)-(6.13), or from the omputations in[3℄ and translating the result bak into the standard parametrization) that� �Q��t = ��(�+ 1) �Z� �F + _�F ( �W 2)�Q + Sab;dUabUdwhere Q = e �t�+1Z, Sab;d = �F ab;d + 2 _F ad(�h�1)b � � + 1�F _F ab _F d;and Uab = �ga� �W b��t � (�h�1)pqrpFrq�hab= eV � er�ehab:



84When either of the onditions of parts (1) and (3) of Theorem 2.4 are met, the termSab;dUabUd will have a sign, and thus one an apply the maximum priniple tothe evolution of Q to obtain a proof of Andrews's Theorem (in the homogeneous,isotropi ase) in terms of the spae-time quantities.6.7 Appliation: A spae-time proof of Hamil-ton's Harnak inequality for the mean ur-vature owIn this setion, we provide a new proof of Hamilton's Harnak estimate for themean urvature ow [46℄ by means of a generalized tensor maximum priniple.Reall that, in this ase, the evolution-type equation satis�ed by the spae-timeseond fundamental form eh is partiularly simple { the gradient terms vanish andthe right hand side evidently satis�es a null-eigenvetor ondition, that is, it is non-negative (in fat, zero) at any null-eigenvetor of eh. Thus the equation should besuseptible to an appropriate generalization of the usual tensor maximum priniple[38℄ to tensors on fM. One suh generalization appears in [19℄, however, as eh isonly de�ned on (0; T ) and many of the quantities we are onsidering blow-up ast! 0, it does not seem to apply diretly. It is also no doubt possible to frame thefollowing argument in somewhat more general terms, indeed into a form robustenough to apply to eah (isotropi, homogeneous) ase of Andrews's theorem.However, though the basi approah remains the same, the interplay of the salingof the various quantities in onjuntion with the onvexity assumptions makesthe statement of suh a theorem rather omplex. Therefore, as a simple proof ofthe theorem already exists, we satisfy ourselves here with an illumination of thetehnique in the spei� situation of the mean urvature ow.6.7.1 Preliminary estimatesWhenMn is omplete and non-ompat, we will need some derivative estimatesto ontrol the growth of the urvature. The following theorem is due to Eker and



85Huisken [29℄.Theorem 6.12 (Eker-Huisken). Suppose X : Mn � [0; T ) ! Rn+1 is a smoothsolution to the mean urvature ow suh that the initial immersion X0 := X(�; 0)is omplete and satis�es jhijj � M . Then, for all Æ > 0 and all m = 0; 1; 2; : : :there exists a onstant C = C(m;n; Æ;M) suh that for all (x; t) 2 Mn� (Æ; T � Æ)��r(m)hij�� (x; t) � C(m;n; Æ;M): (6.59)Of ourse, whenMn is non-ompat, we annot hope to have uniform derivativebounds whih inlude t = 0, however, we an make e�etive use of the aboveestimates via a trik we learned from Lei Ni. Namely, observe that to proveHamilton's theorem, it suÆes to prove that�H�t (�; t) + hrH(�; t); V i+ h(V; V ) + H(�; t)2(t� Æ) � 0for all t 2 (Æ; T � Æ) and then take Æ ! 0. In our ase, this amounts to setting�t = log(t�Æ) and arrying out the resaling and blow-up proedure as before. Theresulting spae-time seond fundamental form iseh(x;�t) �eV ; eV � = 1pt� Æ ��H�t (x; t) + H(x; t)2(t� Æ)� (eV 0)2+ 1pt� Æ �2eV 0hrkH(x; t); eV kig(x;t) + h(x;t)(eV k; eV k)�= (eV 0)2�H��t + 2eV 0hrH; eV ki+ �h(eV k; eV k): (6.60)Sine the time fator in the spae-time we onsider is an open interval (in termsof �t: (1; logT � Æ) ), to use a barrier argument we need not only to ensure that ehis bounded below and non-negative in the limit toward negative in�nity, but thatit atually have some form of uniform deay bakward in time with respet to areferene metri. We hoose the referene metriĝ = d�t
 d�t+ �gijdxi 
 dxj = dt
 dt(t� Æ)2 + gijdxi 
 dxjt� Æ (6.61)and denote its Levi-Civita onnetion by br. Via the estimates of Theorem 6.12,we an then verify next that eh has suitable deay with respet to eg as �t! �1.



86Lemma 6.13. On any interval (�1; �℄ � (�1; log(T�Æ)℄, there exists a onstantC = C(�) suh that eh � �Ce�tĝ: (6.62)Proof. By Theorem 6.12 and the evolution equations of Lemma 2.1, there is aonstant C1 so that �����H�t ����+ jrHjg � C1on Mn� [Æ; T � Æ℄. Thus, sine hij � 0, we have, for any vetor eV = eV 0 ���t + eV k ��xkin T(x;�t) fM for any (x; �t) 2Mn � (�1; �℄,eh�eV ; eV � = eh00 �eV 0�2 + 2eh0k eV 0eV k + ehij eV ieV j= e 3�t2 ��H�t + H2t��eV �2 + e �t2rkH eV k + e� �t2hij eV ieV j� �C1e 3�t2 �eV 0�2 � 2C1e �t2 ���eV 0��� ���eV k���g� �C1e 3�t2 �eV 0�2 � C1e�t ��eV 0�2 + e�bt ���eV k���2�� �C(�)e�tĝ(eV ; eV ):The metri ĝ will not in general be ompatible with the onnetion er de�nedby Lemma 6.5, but it is nearly so.Lemma 6.14.1. The only non-zero omponents of erĝ areer0ĝ00 = 1 (6.63)er0ĝ0i = �Hri�h = e�tHriH (6.64)eriĝ0j = �H�hij + 12�gij = Hhij + e��t2 gij: (6.65)2. The metri ĝ satis�es the evolution-type equation�er0 � e�� ĝ�� = 8>>>><>>>>:1 + 2 �� �Pab��2�g � 2� � = � = 0��hkirk �H either � or � = i � 10 �; � � 1 (6.66)



87where Pab = �F �hab � ��gab.Proof. A straight-forward omputation using equations (6.30) to (6.34).For later purposes, we note the following onsequeneCorollary 6.15. For all ~V = eV 0 ���t + eV k ��xk , there exists a onstant C dependingon the bounds of the derivatives of h, suh that����eriĝ��eV ; eV �����g =q�gpq erpĝ0j eV 0eV j erqĝ0j eV 0eV j � �C ���eV 0��� ���eV k����g (6.67)and �er0 � e�� ĝ � ~V ; ~V � � (eV 0)2 � Ce 3�t2 ĝ � ~V ; ~V � : (6.68)Proof. Equation (6.67) follows diretly from (6.65). Equation (6.68) follows fromthe estimates (6.59) and Cauhy's inequality:�hkirl �H eV 0eV i � �C 0e�t ���eV 0��� ���eV k���g= �C 0e 3�t2 ����eV 0��� �e� �t2 ���eV k���g��� �C 0e3 �t22 ����eV 0���2 + e��t ���eV k���2g�= �C 0e 3�t22 ĝ �eV ; eV � :
6.7.2 A maximum priniple argumentNow we turn to the main objetive of this setion.Proof of Hamilton's Harnak estimate for the MCF. Given a stritly onvex solu-tion X :Mn � [0; T )! Rn+1 to the mean urvature ow, where we assume eitherthat Mn is ompat or that the immersions X(�; t) are omplete with boundedseond fundamental form, we �x Æ 2 (0; T=2), set �t = log(t � Æ), 
 := log(T � Æ)and onsider the assoiated eh on fM := Mn � (�1;
) as in Setion 6.5. If Mn



88is ompat, let � � 1, otherwise let � be the funtion guaranteed by Lemma 2.7(note that the derivative estimates (6.59), together with Lemma 2.1, ensure thatthe family of indued metris meet the neessary requirements). Multiplying � byan appropriate onstant, we may assume � � 1.We wish to show that ~b := e� �t2eh is non-negative as a symmetri tensor on T fM.For this purpose, it suÆes to prove that there exists � 2 (0; T � Æ) suh that forall � > 0, the tensor ~q := ~b+ ��(e�t + �)ĝis stritly positive on fM\Mn�(�1; log �℄. This implies (after taking Æ ! 0) thatthe Harnak inequality holds on (0; �℄, and we iterate, translating the time variableand applying the result to (�; 2�℄, and so forth. We proeed by ontradition.Suppose no suh � exists. Fix an arbitrary �, then, and take an � suh that~q(eV ; eV ) < 0 for some (x; �t) 2Mn � (�1; log �) and some eV 2 T(x;�t) fM.1. There exists a time �t0 > �1 suh that ~q(x;�t) has a null eigenvetor eV in sometangent spae T(x;�t0) fM (i.e., ~q(x;�t0) �eV ; �� = 0) but is stritly positive for �t < �t0.To see this, note that ~b � �Ce �t2 ĝ, by (6.62), and and that we also have � � 1, so~q �eV ; eV � = ~b�eV ; eV � + ��(e�t + �)� ���� Ce �t2� ��  �� Ce �t22�� !+ e �t2 �e��t2 � C2���! :at any eV with ���eV ���ĝ = 1. By our hoie of �, the right-hand side on the �nalinequality is stritly positive outside a ompat set in fM, and the laim follows.2. At �t0, then, hoose P0 := (x0; �t0) and eV 2 TP0 fM suh that ���eV ���ĝ = 1 and~qP0 �eV ; �� = 0. Introdue normal oordinates (xi; �t) in a neighborhood U of P0,and write e0 = ���t , ei = ��xi at this point.The fat that ~W 7! ~qP0( ~W; ~W ) is weakly positive as a map of tangent vetorshas the following variational impliations at P0:~b00 eV 0 + �(e�t0 + �)eV 0 = �~b0i eV i (6.69)~b0ieV i + �(e�t + �)�gij eV i = �~b0j eV 0: (6.70)



893. We now extend eV to a neighborhood U � fM of P0 as in the proof of Proposition25 in [19℄. First, we extend eV by parallel translation along er-geodesis alongMn � f�tgand then by parallel translation in the e0-diretion. De�ne E : U �fM! R by E(P ) = qP �eV ; eV � :Observe that on some open U 0 � U ontaining P0, we still have ���eV ���ĝ > 1=2 evenwith the inompatibility of ĝ with er. Thus, by our hoie of �t0 it follows that E isis stritly positive on U 0 \ (Mn � (�1; �t0)) and thus P0 is a loal minimum for Eon U 0\ (Mn� (�1; �t0℄). Using that eV is a null-eigenvetor and that our extensionimplies that the �rst ovariant derivatives of eV with respet to er vanish at P0, wehave 0 � ���tE = er0~q �eV ; eV � ; (6.71)0 = ��xiE = eri~q �eV ; eV � ; (6.72)and 0 � �2E�xi�xj= �erei erej ~q� (eV ; eV ) + 2�erek ~q��erel eV ; eV � + 2�erel ~q��erek eV ; eV �+ 2~q �erek erel eV ; eV �+ 2~q �erek eV ; erel eV �= �erek erel ~q� (eV ; eV ): (6.73)at P0. Heneforth all the quantities we onsider will be evaluated at P0 and wewill suppress it notation.Upon traing (6.73) by the degenerate metri eg, we obtain0 � e�E = �e�~q��eV ; eV �where e� = egij eri erj = �gij eri erj. So�er0 � e�� ~q �eV ; eV � � 0 (6.74)at P0.



904. On the other hand (noting that e� = ��g for time-independent funtions onfM), we ompute that�er0 � e�� ~q = ��e�tĝ �er0 � e��~b + ��(e�t + �)�er0 � e�� (ĝ)� �(e�t + �)�2�gijri�erj ĝ + (��) ĝ� : (6.75)We onsider the seond through the last terms on the right-hand side of (6.75) inturn. First, using (6.40), we ompute that�er0 � e��~b = �er0 � e�� e� �t2eh= e� �t2 �er0 � e��eh� 12~b= e� �t2 ����hij���g + 12�eh� 12~b= ���hij��2�g ~b:Thus, �er0 � e��~b�eV ; eV � = ���(e�t + �) ���hij��2�g� �2e�t���C1; (6.76)where we have used e�t � � and ���hij��2�g � C1e�tfor some C1 > 0.Then, using (6.68) and (6.67) , respetively, we �nd��(e�t + �)�er0 � e�� ĝ � ~V ; ~V �� ��(e�t + �)(eV 0)2 � ��e 3�t2 C2; (6.77)and � 2�(e�t + �)��gijri�erjĝ � (��) ĝ��eV ; eV �� �2��e�t + ���C3 ���eV 0��� jr�j�g ���eV k����g +��g�x� ;and, by Lemma 2.7, we know there exists C4 > 0 suh thatjr�j�g � C4e �t2 and ��g� � C4e�t � C4�e�t:



91Thus, � �(e�t + �)�2�gijri�erjĝ + (��) ĝ��eV ; eV �� �2C3C4��(e�t + �)e �t2 ���eV 0��� ���eV k����g � 2���e�tC4: (6.78)Using Cauhy's inequality again, we see that for any A,e �t2 ���eV 0��� ���eV k���
eg � (V 0)22A + Ae�t ���eV k���2�g2 :Taking A = 2C3C4 and using ���eV k���2�g � ���eV ���2̂g = 1, (6.78) beomes� �(e�t + �)�2�gijri�erjĝ + (��) ĝ��eV ; eV �� ���(e�t + �)(V 0)22 � C5��e�t � 4���e�tC4; (6.79)where C5 depends on the urvature bounds and the bounds for �.Taken together, equations (6.75), (6.76), (6.77), and (6.79) show�er0 � e�� ~q �eV ; eV �� ��(e�t + �)�eV 0�22 + ��e�t � 2e�t���C1 � ��e 3�t2 C2 � C5��e�t � 4��e�tC4� ��e�t (1� �(C6 + C7p�)) : (6.80)Therefore, sine the onstants C6 and C7 are independent of � we may obtain aontradition with equation (6.74) by taking � suÆiently small, ompleting theproof.



7 Harnak inequalitiesfor spae-like hypersurfaesin Minkowski spae
7.1 PreliminariesLet Ln+1 denote n+1-dimensional Minkowski spae, whih whih we will regardas Rn+1 equipped with the Lorentzian metrih�; �i := �dx0 
 dx0 + dx1 
 dx1 + dx2 
 dx2 + : : :+ dxn 
 dxn:Reall that vetors v 2 Ln+1 are said to be spae-like if hv; vi > 0, time-like ifhv; vi < 0 and light-like if hv; vi = 0. Aordingly, a submanifold N � Ln+1 issaid to be spae-like if its tangent vetors are all spae-like, or, equivalently, if theindued metri g = h�; �ijN is Riemannian.If N = N n � Ln+1 is a spae-like hypersurfae, the subspae transverse toeah tangent spae is one-dimensional and time-like, and we may assign (a priori,only loally) a smooth hoie of time-like normal, �, satisfying h�; �i � �1. Wemay also hoose this � to be future-direted i.e., to satisfy h�; e0i < 0. It anbe shown [47℄ that a spae-like hypersurfae for whih the indued Riemannianmetri is omplete must be omplete as a subset of Rn+1 (with respet to thestandard Eulidean metri), and, by onsidering the projetion of N onto thee0 diretion, the graph of a funtion u : Rn ! R satisfying jduj < 1. Hereand throughout this hapter, we will use j � j to denote the Eulidean length onRn � f(0; x1; x2; : : : ; xn)g � Ln+1 . Conversely, the graph f (u(x); x) j x 2 Rn g of92



93any suh funtion u gives rise to a omplete spae-like hypersurfae. Of partiularinterest to us is the followingExample 7.1 (Hyperboli spae.). Let u(x) =p1 + jxj2. Then�u�xi = xip1 + jxj2 ;so jduj < 1 and graph(u) is a spae-like hypersurfae. In fat, graph(u) is theupper sheet of the set f v 2 Ln+1 jhv; vi = �1 gand a standard model for n-dimensional hyperboli spae. Indeed, from equation(7.1), we see that the metri satis�esgij = Æij � xixj1 + jxj2 :In this hapter we onsider a smooth family of spae-like immersions X :Mn�[0; T )! Ln+1 whih evolve aording to an equation of the form��tX(x; t) = F (W (x; t); �(x; t))�(x; t) (7.1)where � : Mn � [0; T ) ! Ln+1 is a future-direted time-like vetor �eld on thehypersurfae Xt(Mn). We assume initially that the funtion F is a smooth fun-tion of the prinipal urvatures and the normal diretion and satis�es _F > 0 {assumptions whih ensure that equation (7.1) is stritly paraboli and invariantunder di�eomorphisms of the domain and translations of X in Ln+1 . We will alsoassume that our immersions are stritly loally onvex and that the indued Rie-mannian metris X�t h�; �i are omplete. By the preeding disussion, Xt(Mn) mustbe a omplete graph, and Mn must be di�eomorphi to Rn .In view of Example 7.1, the vetor �eld �t de�nes a map (the Gauss map)�t :Mn ! H n � Ln+1 : (7.2)From the de�nition of the Weingarten map (f. Setion 2.2), the strit loalonvexity of the immersions X implies that d�t is positive-de�nite and, there-fore, that �t is loally a di�eomorphism onto its image, whih we shall denote by



94Gt := �t(Mn) � H n . But sine Mn � Rn , it follows that for all t, �t is, in fat,globally a di�eomorphism onto the open subset Gt.For evolving hypersurfaes in Eulidean spae, it was Andrews's observation in[3℄ that reparametrizing the hypersurfaes by the inverse of the Gauss map (in thatase, the usual map Mn ! Sn) vastly simpli�ed the derivation of the evolutionequations for the Harnak quantities. In that situation, the ompatness of Mnand the strit onvexity of the immersions, implied that the manifold Mn wasdi�eomorphi to the sphere Sn (or some �nite over if n = 1) and, in partiular,that the Gauss map had onstant image Sn. In our ase, unless the parametrizationhas full Gauss image Gt = H n , the domain of ��1t will be a time-varying opensubset of H n . Though this will not a�et our derivation of loal quantities, thepotential lak of ompleteness (and neessary non-ompatness) will ompliateour ultimate appliation of the maximum priniple. In [2℄, Andrews also brieyonsiders the ase where his domain Mn is non-ompat and below, we follow thebasi thread of his argument, whih is (1) using the Gauss map parametrizationto ompute evolution equations and other loal quantities and (2) reverting tothe standard parametrization to apply the maximum priniple. In this latter stepAndrews onsiders the limit of loal estimates on domains of inreasing size; we willonsider a general (global) maximum priniple for solutions satisfying appropriatepointwise growth bounds.7.2 The Gauss map parametrizationFor t 2 [0; T ), de�ne ' : Gt � H n ! Ln+1 by'(z; t) = X(��1t (z); t): (7.3)Note that the Gauss map �� : '(Gt; t)! H n is the identity map: ��t(z) = z. As weobserve next, this representation has the e�et of reduing the study of the ow(7.1) to the study of an evolving salar funtion on an open subset of H n .Lemma 7.2. De�ne s : Gt ! R by s(z; t) = h'(z; t); zi, and denote by �g and rthe anonial metri and Levi-Civita onnetion on H n . Then, for all t 2 [0; T )and z 2 Gt, we have the identities



951. '(z; t) = �s(z; t)z + (gradHn s) (z; t) (7.4)and2. (d')ij = rirjs� sÆij: (7.5)Proof. Following the argument in [3℄, we �rst write'(z; t) = �s(z; t)z + V (z; t)for some unknown tangential vetor �eld V 2 T'(z;t)('t(Gt)) � Tz(H n), and di�er-entiate the equation along an arbitrary tangential diretion U to obtaind'(U) = �ds(U)z � sU +DUV:Here D denotes the anonial (at) onnetion on the ambient spae Ln+1 . Bythe Gauss equation (2.4) (with � = �1), and using that �g = �h on H n , we have,aording to our onvention for �h, thatd'(U) = �ds(U)z � sU +rUV + �h(U; V )z= �ds(U)z � sU +rUV + �g(U; V )z: (7.6)Now, by onstrution, d't(Tz(H n)) is parallel to Tz(H n). Thus the normal om-ponent of (7.6) must vanish, whih, sine U is arbitrary, implies the identityV = gradHn s, proving (7.4).To prove (7.5), then, we onsider the remaining (tangential) terms in (7.6) anduse (7.4).Realling for a moment that the Weingarten map of the hypersurfae Xt(Mn)at X(��1t (z); t) = '(z; t) is given by W = d'�1 Æ d�� = d'�1, we see that the mapAij := d'ij = rirjs� sÆij (7.7)satis�es A = W�1 { thus, the eigenvalues of A are the prinipal radii of thehypersurfae.



967.2.1 Evolution equations in the Gauss mapparametrizationAs we noted earlier, the Gauss images Gt will be hanging with time. Never-theless, sine eah Gt is open and �t is hanging smoothly with time, if z 2 Gt0 forsome t0 2 [0; T ), then we an �nd an open neighborhood U � H n of z for whihU � Gt for all t 2 (t0 � �; t + �) \ [0; T ) provided � > 0 is suÆiently small. Thuswe may ompute evolution equations for quantities assoiated with the ow in theGauss map parametrization. Following [3℄, we �rst onsider the evolution of s.Di�erentiating (7.3) and (7.4) with respet to time and equating the normalomponents, we �nd that�s�t (z; t) = �F (W (v�1t (z); t); z) := �t(A(z; t); z); (7.8)where we de�ne �t : �+�Gt ! R on the subset �+ of positive de�nite symmetrimaps in End(TH n) by �t(B; z) := �F (B�1; z):Note that we have _�B(C) = _F (B�1CB�1)for any B 2 �, C 2 End(TH n), so that _� > 0, by our assumption on F , whihimplies that equation (7.8) is stritly paraboli.One of the advantages of the Gauss map parametrization is that it the variousquantities are expressed in terms of the �xed metri �g and onnetion r, and onlydepend on time through the funtion s. It is a simple matter, then, to omputethe evolution equations for the various quantities.Lemma 7.3. Let �ij := �gjk�ij and let L denote the ellipti operator L := �klrkrl,and de�ne Q := �A�t and P := ���t :Then, in terms of the Gauss map parametrization, the quantities A, �, and P



97satisfy the following evolution equations:Qij = rirj�� �Æij (7.9)P = L�� _�(Id)� (7.10)�P�t = LP � _�(Id)P + ��(Q;Q): (7.11)Proof. Equation (7.9) follows from di�erentiating (7.7) and realling that the met-ri and onnetion are independent of time. Equations (7.10) and (7.11) followthen by noting that P (z; t) = ��t�(A(z; t); z) = _�(Q) and applying (7.9).Remark 7.4. Equations (7.9), (7.10), and (7.11) di�er only from their Eulideanounterparts in the minus sign on the seond term. This term will not a�et theanalysis that follows.Next, we reall the de�nition of �-onavity (onvexity) from Chapter 2 andprove the following estimates for the Harnak quantities.Proposition 7.5. Suppose X is a solution to (7.1). Then R = ��t log� satis�es��tR = LR + 2��abra�rbR + ��(Q;Q)� (7.12)Consequently, if � is positive and onave (onvex), we have��tR � LR� 2��abra�rbR � 0 (� 0); (7.13)if � is �-onave for some 0 < � < 1 we have��tR� LR� 2��abra�rbR� �� 1� R2 � 0; (7.14)and the reverse inequality holds if � is �-onave for some � < 0 (in whih ase� < 0), or if � is �-onvex for some � > 1.Proof. We ompute, using (7.10) and (7.11), that�R�t = ��t �P��= 1� �LP � P _�(Id) + ��(Q;Q)�� R2;



98and L�P�� = LP� � 2�2�abraPrb�� PL��2 + 2 P�3�abra�rb�= LP� � PL��2 � 2��abra�rbR= LP� � P �L�� � _�(Id)� + � _�(Id)P�2 � 2��abra�rbR= LP� � R2 + _�(Id)R� 2��abra�rbR:Thus � ��t � L�R = 2��abra�rbR + ��(Q;Q)� ;and (7.13) and (7.14) follow by onsidering the impliations of the onavity, �-onavity, et., of �, and using that P = _�(Q).
7.2.2 Evolution equations in terms of thestandard parametrizationNow we wish to transfer the argument bak from the parametrization onGt � H n to Mn. The Gauss map parametrization di�ers only from the stan-dard parametrization by a di�eomorphism of Mn, and thus, as in [3℄ and [2℄, (f.also the disussion in Setion 6.6) we ompute that P and its evolution transformas follows. We onsider only the ase in whih the ow is isotropi, i.e., F = F (W ).Lemma 7.6. In the standard parametrization, the quantity P = ���t is given byP = ��F�t + (h�1)ijriFrjP (7.15)and �P�t = �P � _F (W 2)P + ��(Q;Q): (7.16)where, as in the previous hapter, � = _F abrarbProof. The �rst follows from �(�(x; t); t) = �F (x; t) and d�dt = rF . For the seondidentity, we note that, di�erentiating PGauss(�(x; t); t) = PStd(x; t) we obtain��tPGauss(�(x; t); t) = ��tPStd(x; t)� (h�1)ijriFrjF:



99From the de�nition of ' and the Codazzi equations, we may ompute�kij � �kij = �gpq(h�1)kprihjqand hene that LP = �P � �h�1�klrkFrlP:The last remaining term of (7.11) to reonile with (7.16) is � _�(I)P , and this isa onsequene of the identity_�W�1(B) = _FW�1(WBW ):
Together with Proposition 7.5, we thus have the following expressions for theHarnak quantities and their evolutions in the standard parametrization.Corollary 7.7. In the standard parametrization,R = �PF = 1F ��F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF�satis�es �R�t = �R + 2F _F ijriFrjR� ��(Q;Q)Fand the analogs of (7.13) and (7.14) are1. If F � = � is onave and positive (onvex and positive), then�R�t ��R � 2F _F ijriFrjR � 0 (� 0); and (7.17)2. If F � is �-onave for some 0 < � < 1, then�R�t ��R � 2F _F ijriFrjR� �� 1� R2 � 0; (7.18)with the reverse inequality holding when F � is �-onave with � < 0 or�-onvex with � > 1.



1007.3 Some Harnak estimates for urvature owsin Minkowski spaeAs we have seen in the previous setion, the basi Harnak quantities satisfysome nie evolution equations. The needed ingredient now is a suitable maximumpriniple. Here, however, the quantities of interest satisfy nie equations withrespet to a metri and onnetion (and ellipti operator) that are also hang-ing with time, and whose evolution equations also depend impliitly on the veryspeeds and urvatures we wish to estimate. In the non-ompat setting, then, toformulate a general maximum priniple on the hypersurfae, we need to make someassumptions about the growth of the urvature and its derivatives.First, we reall a standard result (f., e.g, Theorem 12.7 in [23℄) that guaran-tees the existene of a ertain super-solution to our basi paraboli equation. Wedesribe a minor modi�ation to the proof in the aforementioned referene to per-mit the ellipti operator to di�er from the time-dependent Laplaian. Ultimately,the barrier funtion is onstruted from the distane-type funtion desribed inLemma 2.7.Lemma 7.8 ([23℄, Theorem 12.7). Suppose g(t) is a family of omplete metris onthe non-ompat manifold Mn suh that the assumptions of Lemma 2.7 are met.Further suppose �(t) 2 TMn
TMn is a smooth, positive de�nite family satisfying�ij(t) � Mgij(t) for some M and V (t) is smooth family of bounded vetor �elds.Then, for all O 2 Mn and onstants A, a1 > 0, there exists a onstant b1 and apositive funtion  :Mn � [0; T ℄! R suh that  satis�es1. � ��t � �ijrirj � V (t)� � A and2. exp(a1dg(0)(O; x)) �  (x; t) � exp(b1dg(0)(O; x) + 1)for (x; t) 2Mn � [0; T ℄.



101Proof. As in [23℄, one takes  in the form (x; t) = exp(Bt+ �(x))and hooses B and  appropriately, using that the inequality rirj�(x) � Cgijimplies �ijrirj�(x) � CMn:Using this super-solution, one an modify the proof of Theorem 12.14 in [23℄ toobtain a general maximum priniple for solutions to (7.1). This maximum priniplewill allow us to treat both of the two general ases in Andrews's theorem at onefrom the quantity R, rather than to onsider the two quantities of the originalproof in [3℄.Theorem 7.9 (Theorem 12.14, [23℄). Suppose X(t) is a solution to (7.1) withF = F (W ) on Mn � [0; T ℄ suh that the indued metris g(t) are omplete and h,rh, F , and _F are unformly bounded. Suppose that u satis�esu(x; 0) � a and ju(x; t)j � exp(bd(O; x) + 1)for some a 2 R, b > 0, and O 2Mn, and�u�t � �u+ V krku+ Z(u; t)for some smooth bounded family of vetor �elds V (t), and some funtion Z : R �[0; T ℄ ! R that is loally-Lipshitz in its �rst argument and ontinuous in itsseond.Then, if Ua(t) denotes the solution to the equationdUdt = Z(U; t) with U(0) = a;we have u(x; t) � Ua(t) for as long as the solution exists.Proof. Sine ��tgij = 2Fhij, the bounds on F and h imply that the metris g(t) areuniformly equivalent on the interval [0; T ℄ and, in partiular, that Æ�1g(0) � g(t) �



102Æg(0). Also, the bound on _F implies _F ab = ga _F b � Cga. Sine riF = _F abrihab,the bounds on F , h, rh, and _F insure that r( ��tg) is bounded. Then the super-solution of Lemma 7.8 is available to us, and the rest of the proof follows exatlyas in [23℄.Thus we may state the following analog of Andrews's theorem in Minkowskispae for general ows satisfying the riterion of the above maximum priniple.Theorem 7.10. Suppose X(t) is a family of smooth, spae-like immersions solving(7.1) for a funtion F = F (W ) of the prinipal urvatures on Mn� [0; T ). Assumethat the indued metris are omplete and that, for all 0 < Æ < T=2, there existsO 2M and positive onstants b = b(Æ) and C = C(Æ) suh thatjrrF j2 + (h�1)ijriFrjF � F exp(b(d(O; x) + 1)) (7.19)and jhj2 + jrhj2 + F 2 + j _F j2 � C(Æ) (7.20)on Mn � (Æ; T � Æ) Then1. If F � = � is �-onave for some � < 1, then�F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF + �F(�� 1)t � 0:2. If F � is onave and positive, thensupMn � ��t log jF j � F (h�1)ijri log jF j;rj log jF j� is dereasing:3. If F � is �-onvex for some � > 1, then�F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF + �F(�� 1)t � 0:4. If F � is onvex and positive, theninfMn� ��t log jF j � F (h�1)ijri log jF j;rj log jF j� is inreasing:



103Proof. Using again the observation of Lei Ni (f. the remarks in Setion 6.7), toprove (1), it suÆes to show that for all Æ > 0,�F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF + �F(�� 1)(t� Æ) � 0on Mn � [Æ; T � Æ℄, where, as per our assumptions, the bounds (7.19) and (7.20)hold. These bounds imply thatR = 1F ��F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF� = 1F ��F � (h�1)ijriFrjF �� _F (W 2)satis�es jR(x; t)j � exp(b(d(O; x) + 1))for some b > 0 and permit the appliation of the maximum priniple, Theorem7.9, to the evolution equation (7.18). When 0 < � < 1, we haveZ(U; t) = �� 1� U2:A general solution U(t) to the assoiated di�erential equation with U(Æ) =M � 0will satisfy U(t) = 1M�1 + 1��� (t� Æ) � � �1� ��� 1t� Æ� :Thus, independent of supR(�; Æ), by Theorem 7.9,R(�; t) � � �1� ��� 1t� Æ�for t 2 (Æ; T � Æ). Case (1) then follows sineR = 1F ��F�t � (h�1)ijriFrjF�and F < 0 when � > 0.Likewise, when � < 0, we have, (independent of inf R(�; Æ)),R(�; t) � � �1� ��� 1t� Æ�for t 2 [Æ; T � Æ℄. Sine F is positive when � (hene �) is negative, the inequalityin (1) follows. An analogous argument an be used to prove Case (3).



104For ases (2) and (4), we may apply Theorem 7.9 to (7.17) on any interval[t1; t2℄ � (0; T ) (using the bounds on [Æ; T � Æ℄ for Æ = minft1; T � t2g) withZ = 0 and U � supR(�; t1) and U � inf R(�; t1), respetively. We onludethat supR(�; t1) = U(t2) � supR(�; t2) and inf R(�; t1) = U(t2) � inf R(�; t2),respetively. To inlude t = 0, one may �x t2, apply the above onlusion to theintervals [t1; t2℄, and send t1 ! 0.



8 Hamilton's gradient estimatefor the heat kernelon omplete manifolds
8.1 IntrodutionIn [43℄, Rihard Hamilton established the following estimate on the gradient ofthe logarithm of a positive solution to the heat equation.Theorem. (Hamilton) Suppose (Mn; g) is a losed Riemannian manifold and u apositive solution to the heat equation on Mn. If M > 0 and K � 0 are onstantssuh that R � �Kg and u(x; t) �M , then for all x 2Mn and t > 0, one hast jr log(u)j2 � (1 + 2Kt) log(M=u): (8.1)In this hapter, we provide a proof that Hamilton's theorem also holds onomplete, non-ompat manifolds with Rii urvature bounded below. Underthe additional restrition of non-negative Rii urvature, we then obtain, via thewell-known bounds of Li and Yau [55℄, the following estimate on the heat kernel.(Reall that on a omplete, non-ompat manifold, the heat kernel may be de�nedas the smallest positive fundamental solution to the heat equation.)Theorem 8.1. Suppose Mn is a omplete, non-ompat manifold with R � 0,and H its heat kernel. Then, for all Æ > 0, there exists a onstant C = C(n; Æ)suh that jr log(H(x; y; t))j2 � 2t �C + d(x; y)2(4� Æ)t� (8.2)105



106for all x, y in Mn and t > 0.Theorem 8.1 is sharp in the order of t for the heat kernel on Rn and shouldbe ompared to the reent estimate of Souplet and Zhang in [66℄ whih appliesto the heat kernel on manifolds with R(g) � �Kg. In the speial ase K = 0,inequality (8.2) is omparable to their estimate at sales d2(x; y) � t and o�ersan improvement at sales t << d2(x; y).Additionally, suh an estimate is required to prove that the integrand in theentropy funtional W for the linear heat equation (f. [56℄) is pointwise non-positive for the fundamental solution to the heat equation. The proof that theintegrand in Perelman's W-funtional is non-positive for fundamental solutions tothe onjugate heat equation seems also to require a non-linear analog of this result(see [59℄). Perhaps the approah detailed here ould serve as a model for the proofof suh an estimate.In Setion 8.2, we obtain a Bernstein-type estimate for bounded solutions tothe heat equation whih a�ords pointwise ontrol on the produt of the squarednorm of the gradient by the elapsed time. The estimate is similar in form to thosefound by W.-X. Shi [65℄ in the Rii ow setting for derivatives of urvature. Suhestimates have found onsiderable servie in that setting and ontinue to haveimportane in work towards the veri�ation of the laims of Perelman.8.2 A Bernstein-type estimateHeneforth we shall assume that (Mn; g) is a smooth, omplete, non-ompatRiemannian manifold with Rii urvature uniformly bounded below by �K, andfor this setion, suppose u is a smooth solution to the heat equation on some openU � Mn for 0 � t � T � 1, satisfying juj � M . Our aim is to establish apreliminary estimate on jruj2 so that the maximum priniple of Karp and Li [53℄may be applied to the quantity of interest in Hamilton's gradient estimate.To do this, we employ a tehnique of W.-X. Shi [65℄ from the estimation ofderivatives of urvature under the Rii ow (see also the treatment in the forth-oming book [21℄), and de�ne F (x; t) = (4M2 + u2) jruj2 for t > 0. The evolution



107of F then possesses an advantageous �F 2 term, as we see below.Lemma 8.2. There exist positive onstants C1 and C2 suh that�F�t � �F + C1KF � C2M4F 2: (8.3)Proof. We have� ��t ��� jruj2 = �2 jrruj2 � 2R(ru;ru) � �2 jrruj2 + 2K jruj2 ;and � ��t ��� u2 = �2 jruj2 :So � ��t ���F � (4M2 + u2)(2K jruj2 � 2 jrruj2)� 2 jruj4� 8u(rru)(ru;ru)� �10u2 jrruj2 + 10M2K jruj2 � 2 jruj4� 8u(rru)(ru;ru):Sine 8juj jrruj jruj2 � 10u2 jrruj2 + 85 jruj4 ;and 4M2 jruj2 � F � 5M2 jruj2, we �nd� ��t ���F � 10M2K jruj2 � 25 jruj4� 52KF � 2625M4F 2as laimed.Now, as in [55℄, for any p 2Mn and R > 0 we may �nd a ut-o� funtion �(x) =�p;R(x) equal to 1 on Bp(R) and supported in Bp(2R) satisfying the onditionsjr�j2 � C3R2 � (8.4)and �� � �C3R2 �1 +RpK� (8.5)



108for some C3 = C3(n) > 0. Stritly speaking, the above estimates need only holdaway from the ut-lous of p, however, for the purposes of applying the maximumpriniple to �F , the well-known argument of Calabi [9℄ allows us to assume thatthey hold everywhere.The main result of this setion is the following loal estimate:Theorem 8.3. Suppose u is a smooth solution to the heat equation satisfyingjuj �M on Bp(2R)� [0; T ℄ for some p 2Mn and M , R, T > 0. Then there existsa onstant C4 = C4(K) suh thatt jruj2 � C4M2 �1 + T �1 + 1R2�� (8.6)holds on Bp(R)� [0; T ℄Proof. De�ne F as in Lemma 8.2. On supp(�) � [0; T ℄, we have, by Lemma 8.2and equations (8.4) and (8.5),� ��t ��� (t�F ) = �F + t�� ��t ���F � tF�� � 2t hr�;rF i=  � + 2t jr�j2� � t��!F + t�� ��t ���F� 2�r(t�F ); r�� �� �(1 + C1Kt) � + 3tC3R2 �1 +RpK��F � C2M4 t�F 2� 2�r(t�F ); r�� � :If �F is not identially zero (i.e., if u is not onstant on supp(�)), then t�Fattains a positive maximum at (x0; t0) 2Mn � (0; T ℄.At this point, r(t�F ) = 0and � ��t ��� (t�F ) � 0;so C2M4 t0�F 2 � �1 + C1KT + 3T C3R2 �1 +RpK��F:



109Consequently, for any (x; t) 2 Bp(R)� [0; T ℄,tF (x; t) = tF (x; t)�(x)� t0F (x0; t0)�(x0)� M4C2 �1 + C1KT + 3T C3R2 �1 +RpK�� :But jruj2 � (1=4M2)F , and the laim follows.Remark 8.4. If R � 0, the above proof showst jruj2 � CM2 �1 + TR2�on Bp(R)� [0; T ℄.Sending R!1 in the penultimate line of the above proof, we at one obtainCorollary 8.5. Suppose the solution u is de�ned on all ofMn� [0; T ℄. Then thereexists a onstant C5 suh thatt jruj2 � C5M2(1 +KT ) (8.7)on Mn � [0; T ℄.8.3 Proof of main theoremNext, using the estimate of the previous setion, we apply a maximum prinipledue originally to Karp and Li, whose statement we found (in more generalized form)in a paper of Ni and Tam. The statement of their theorem in our (stationarymetri) ase is as follows. Here f+(x; t) := maxff(x; t); 0g.Theorem. (Karp-Li, [53℄; Ni-Tam, [60℄, 1.2)Suppose (Mn; g) is a omplete Riemannian manifold and f(x; t) a smooth fun-tion on Mn � [0; T ℄ suh that � ��t ��� f(x; t) � 0 whenever f(x; t) � 0. Assumethat Z T0 ZMn e�ar2(x)f 2+(x; s) dV ds <1 (8.8)for some a > 0, where r(x) is the distane to x from some �xed p 2 Mn. Iff(x; 0) � 0 for all x 2Mn, then f(x; t) � 0 for all (x; t) 2 Mn � [0; T ℄.



110Hamilton's theorem in the omplete ase reads asTheorem 8.6. Suppose (Mn; g) is a omplete manifold with R � �Kg for someK � 0. If 0 < u(x; t) � M is a solution to the heat equation on Mn � [0; T ℄ for0 < T � 1, then t jr loguj2 � (1 + 2Kt) log(M=u):Proof. De�ning u� = u + � for � > 0, we obtain a solution satisfying � < u� �M + � := M�. One the estimate has been proved for u�, the theorem will followby letting �! 0.As in [43℄, the funtionP (x; t) := '(t) jru�j2u� � u� log(M�u� );where '(t) := t=(1 + 2Kt), satis�es � ��t ���P (x; t) � 0 andP (x; 0) = �u� log(M�=u�) � 0:By our assumptions on u�, we also haveP+(x; t) � 1� t jru�j2 :Thus using equation (8.7), for any p 2Mn, and R > 0, we haveZ T0 ZBp(R) e�r2(x)P 2+(x; t) dV dt � 1�2 Z T0 ZBp(R) e�r2(x)(t jru�j2)2 dV dt� C25M4��2 (1 +KT )2 Z T0 ZMn e�r2(x) dV dt:Sine we assume that R � �Kg, it follows from the Bishop volume omparisontheorem that the rightmost integral in the above inequality is �nite.Hene,Z T0 ZMn e�r2(x)P 2+(x; t) dV dt � lim infR!1 Z T0 ZBp(R) e�r2(x)P 2+(x; t) dV dt<1;and we onlude that P (x; t) � 0 for all t � T .



111Proof. Proof of main theorem Let H(x; y; t) denote the heat kernel of (Mn; g). Forany t > 0 and y 2Mn, set u(x; s) := H(x; y; s+ t=2). Then u is a smooth, positivesolution to the heat equation on [0;1). By Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 of [55℄,for all Æ > 0, there is a onstant C6 = C6(Æ) > 0 suh that u satis�esC�16 V �ps+ t=2��1 e �d2(x;y)(4�Æ)(s+t=2) � u(x; s) � C6V �ps+ t=2��1 (8.9)for all x, y 2Mn, and s � 0, where V (ps+ t=2) := Vol(By(pt+ s=2)).De�ning M = C6V �pt=2��1, the left inequality in (8.9) implies u � M forall x and s. Moreover, sine we assume R � 0, there exists a positive onstantC7 = C7(n) suh that for all 0 � s � t=2V �pt=2 + s� � V �pt� � C7V �pt=2� :Thus, by the right-hand inequality in (8.9) and Theorem 8.6, we haves jr loguj2 � log�Mu � � �log(C26C7) + d2(x; y)(4� Æ)(s+ t=2)�on Mn � [0; t=2℄.Setting C = log(C26(Æ)C7(n)) and evaluating at s = t=2, we onlude that(t=2) jr logHj2 (x; y; t) = (t=2) jruj2 (x; t=2) � �C + d2(x; y)(4� Æ)t�for all x, y 2Mn and t > 0.Aknowledgement. This hapter is essentially a reprint, with minor modi�a-tions, of the paper \Hamilton's gradient estimate for the heat kernel on ompletemanifolds" by Brett Kotshwar, whih has been aepted for publiation in theProeedings of the Amerian Mathematial Soiety. The dissertation author wasthe primary investigator and sole author of this paper.
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